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Abstract  
Simulation and prototyping is one of important challenges in design, which 
is essential for designer in order to express and visualize the final condition 
of their ideas in the early stage of design. In the case of physical products, 
such a figure outing and imagination is simply possible through making 
actual models and real prototypes. But opposite of product, in the case of 
service, due to its characteristics and requirements, the format and the 
quality of prototyping is totally different and unique. So prototyping of 
service in the design is still an obstacle that is facing designers. Being blind 
to the intangible nature of problem in the term of service design, often 
leads to losing opportunities to redesign and improvement of services to 
meet the customer-perceived value and to give good service at the lowest 
waste activities.  
Due to the abstract and impalpable characteristics of the services, the 
service redesign problem almost can’t be properly distinguished and 
designers require a prototyping tool especially at primary stages of design 
(problem definition step) to demonstrate and embody the abstract essence 
of service problem in the tangible format. They need such a concreted 
representation tool in order to help them build their mental model about the 
service design problem. They need this model to imagine the current 
situation and to find the design opportunities to start idea generation to 
solve the service design problem. 
This thesis at the first, suggests a primarily framework to illustrate existing 
status in the service problem definition phase and it is proposed as a 
prototyping for service redesign. In this research, inspiring the notion of 
“Uniframe” from cognitive science, a descriptive tool for designers will be 
developed, adapted and applied in prototyping service redesign. After 
definition of proposed tool – “Service Uniframe”- it is verified and 
confirmed by two well-known valuation paradigms: “Lean” and “Kano”.  
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Then using service uniframe tool, I simulated service improvement case 
studies of more than 26 service firms/organization/companies in different 
field. Taking inductive reasoning approach and according to similarities in 
reviewed service redesign problem and their solution, I proposed “Service 
Uniframe” as service redesign pattern as well. Finally utilizing service 
uniframe, I extract five exemplar patterns for service improvement.  
This theoretical research is a developmental study. Data gathering was 
done by librarian method and the main goal of this research is to obtain to a 
general prototyping pattern for service representation as a pen-paper tool in 
the early stage of redesign services. 
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Introduction 
It seems to the concept of “Service” in the service design terminology is 
somewhat different with the notion of service as an economic and science 
term. It must be differentiated whit service in service science as well. 
From the economy perspective, services are an example of intangible 
economic commodities that the customer buys it and utilizes it.  
Indeed in these treatments, a service customer just gets a service seller to 
carry out something for him that the customer isn’t able or he wouldn’t like 
to do it by himself. So most of service utilizations can be actually 
considered as an economical business arrangement between both customer 
and seller to take part in commercial trading of a particular deal in which 
one provides something to/for another.  
The only reason for the formation of these services is that some people 
can’t or they don’t want to do something by themselves. So due to lack of 
tendency toward “In-house” strategy and willing to taking “Outsourcing” 
policy, some individuals prefer to leave some jobs to experts in exchange 
for the wage payment. 
There is no any type of emotion and experience in most of these service 
utilizations. So I call such service utilizations “Individual Outsourcing”.  
Realizing the core meaning of service in the term of design science, it 
sounds to we need to understand more deeply the recent word “science” in 
the combination of “service design science”.  
The science is referred to a set of reliable knowledge, which logically and 
rationally are explicable, testable and falsifiable. The falsifiability supposes 
the science as a set of assumption theorems (hypothesis) that have been 
temporarily proposed in order to describe or to explain a phenomenon. 
Therefor each scientific field involves a collection of theorems.  
In other side, each theorem consists of subject and predicate and based on 
science of logic, every scientific proposition has a subject, which 
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determines the theme or matter of that system. Subject told us what is the 
main issue and topic in that system.  
Moreover every scientific proposition has a predicate. The predicate is 
criteria to assess the subject. Predicate is a statement that may be true or 
false about subject of system. Hence various sciences address both subject 
and predicate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Components of “proposition” in Logic 
 
Service design science as an interdisciplinary is one of the most abstract 
branch of design field. In the service dominant logic, the subject is user 
experience and the predicate is user satisfaction. The subject of service 
design science is to create the experience of any activity or advantage that 
provide from one side to other side and it necessarily is intangible and 
doesn’t lead to ownership. The predicate of service design science is 
costumer satisfaction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Components of “proposition” in Service-dominant Logic 
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As is evident, abstract and intangibility of both subject and predicate in the 
science service design, cause to service is seemed vague, especially in the 
primary stages of its design process.  Actually the biggest obstacle for 
designers in the incipient phase of design process is to how concrete 
primarily design problem statement in the service design proposition.  
The satisfaction is combination of customers’ emotion and attitude toward 
a certain service after they experience it. Two more obstacle appear again:  
First, in service design, opposite of product design, because of the 
simultaneity characteristic of service, designers can’t utilize physical 
prototypes to imagine the final state of product at the initial stages of 
design. Hereupon service designers have not any imagination toward 
satisfaction of the real customer before they use the services. 
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Service in Design; Service is an experience 
As it is clearly, both subject and predicate in the service are abstractive! 
Hence, to compound the abstraction dilutes reality that service prototype is 
trying to enhance.  
Despite of some similarities between the process of product design and 
service design, the dominant paradigm of design tools and methods in these 
two categories, are quite distinct. The inherent characteristics of services 
and the products properties are totally different. Products are physical and 
tangible, whereas services basically do not exist until they provide and 
even after the providing they are likewise intangible and perishable. Hence, 
many conventional methods of product design, to apply of services, need to 
be modified and many others are entirely useless in service domain. This 
matter is clearly recognizable especially when designers would like to 
represent services.  
Product representation tools and methods emphasize on the character of 
product and its abstract aspects.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. It is easy to make abstract subjective conceptual representation of 
the physical objective of products 
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While services are themselves abstract experiences which overemphasis on 
it, makes its representation more dilution [11]. Therefore most focusing on 
physical evidence is primarily consequential to represent a service. In other 
hand, because of luck of ownership and dominance of immaterial aspects 
of experience in the case of services, there are little physical appearances to 
punctuate. That is why there are less systematic methods and tools for 
prototyping of service compared with product.  
 
Figure 4. It is difficult to imagine an objective evidence of the mental 
events of the services 
 
Therefore, it seems to it is difficult to design a pure service.  Indeed it 
sounds that service itself is not available at all. Rather, a service is known 
by its physical evidence and its information which is perceived by clients. 
So when we say “service design”, we actually talk a bout designing an 
experience in which customers try a service. But the experience itself is not 
also ponderable, measurable quantifiable without its indicators. The 
experience is the consequence of interaction between user and service 
touch points. Service customers feel services with some service clues.  
Thus service user experience is formed through encountering to touch 
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points and physical evidence. This is why the service clues are important in 
service design. Service clue or “service-scape” is totality of the ambience 
and physical environment, physical objects and physical events in which a 
service occurs. All physical events that take place in the service front 
stages during service providing. It also called service setting in some 
references.  
During usage a certain services, customers experience journey across the 
service process has been already planned by service designer(s). This 
service process consists numbers of actions that customers have to perform 
respectively. Each of these actions is a sub-experience that it may satisfy 
the customer or not. 
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The essence of service is user experience. 
In the hierarchical progress from product to service experience, the 
functions transform from practical and physical state to emotional and 
mental state. Services are intangible and service experiences are just 
mentally perceptible. Of course every services have physical setting and 
specific practical function. But when we talk about the quality of a service, 
we usually do not mean the physical function of that service. But mostly 
we mean the quality of experience that is arose by the certain service. It 
means in ideal service the customer perceived-value is not only functional, 
but emotional values are significant and play an important role in the 
service customer satisfaction as well. 
For example, in the transportation service, the main practical function is to 
move of people and to transfer them from one point as origin to another 
point as destination. But, form view point of service quality what is 
important in the transportation service field, probably refers to something 
else, such as passengers convenience, vehicle facilities, entertainment 
during the travel, resting possibility in the vehicle during the trip and so on. 
Or in another example, all of us tried the elevator. The practical goal of an 
elevator function is going up from down floor or going down from top 
floor in a building. But what changes this ordinary function in to an 
attractive experience inside the transparent cabin is to let people to watch 
outside landscapes as an observatory. 
So we can equate the quality of a service with quality of user experience 
that arises by that service. Therefor the essence of service is user 
experiences and to improve the quality of a service it should be increased 
the quality of that service experience. In other word, due to user-center 
attribution of service design, the essences of service, is to create an 
experience for customer. What we call it user experience in term of design. 
This experience forms during service process. Each user action is a sub-
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experience. It means service user experience configures from user actions 
during service process. Therefor every user action in the service process 
can be consider as a sub-experience of overall service customer experience.	  
However, according to system thinking approach, The process in the 
system is any transformation that converts input to output, in the case of 
entrepreneurship, and from the standpoint of business generation, the 
purpose of service process is not just to convert input to output, but to add 
value during the service process. 
Service customer expects service to extract the value not only as service 
outcome but also meanwhile service process. Hence, in the ideal service, 
customer will encounter dual perceived value: 
First the value, which is obtained while the customer, experiences service 
journey during service process and it leads to initial service customer 
satisfaction. Second perceived-value, is the consequence of gaining final 
utility from outcome of service function and it leads to inherent customer 
satisfaction. 
Because of intangibility of services, customers look for information and 
objects as clues to organize their perception toward the service quality. 
These service clues can be classified in three categories: 
1. First, the clues concern the technical quality of offering. These 
service settings imply to the preparations that reveal reliability and 
competence of the services. Let’s to call them “Functional Clues”. 
Functional clues make sure the service works practically. 
Consequently functional clues ensure the service users to 
performance run properly. 
2. Second type of service clues, are the signs through which customers 
configure their feeling of the service. These clues come from all 
tangible things including sights, smells, sounds, tastes and textures. 
Due to relationship between these service sign and users’ sentiments 
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and their feeling, we call the second type “Emotional Clues”. 
Whereas functional clues relate to the	  trustiness and dependability of 
the service, emotional clues concern the sensory presentation of the 
service.  
3. Third type of service clues only can be found in the services in 
which clients directly deal with service personnel or human 
interaction between customers and employees is part of service 
providing process. In such a face-to-face service communication, the 
attitude, behavior and appearance of service staff extremely matter as 
a piece of evidence that customers use to detect the quality of service 
experience. Body language, appropriate dressing, neatness, level of 
enthusiasm, choice of words and even tone of voice are very 
noticeable and salient criteria for evaluation of service experience 
from the service users’ perspective. These kind of service clues can 
be named “Humanic Clues”. 
 
In addition, the elements of service satisfaction, emotion and attitude of 
customer are not permanent, quantitative and easily comprehensible and 
recordable. The satisfaction criteria which customers rate a service are 
differentiated case by case and some times are self-contradictory. 
For example one of the most important factor in counseling services such 
as visiting a physician, is promptitude and to act without delay in the 
treatment process. While some patients complain that health service staffs 
don’t spend enough time for them, so they do not trust diagnosis result! 
Tourism as a service industry has very complicated criteria which be 
assessed by customer.  
High quality of hoteling is a noticeable touchstone by which the tourists 
judge the residential services in the tourism industry. In whatever way, 
“Ecotourism” and “Rural Tourism” are two types of tourism service 
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industries by which customers value them regardless of quality of 
accommodation. 
As another example “Omatenashi” is a Japanese term for hospitality that is 
very important value in service to meet the customer satisfaction. But in 
some Japanese restaurant, nobody even serves food for customers and they 
have to cock by themselves!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Oven-table in Japanese style restaurant allows customers to try 
cooking by themselves and have to cooperate in the service providing. 
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Service As A Complex: Holistic / Fragmental System 
There are two main approaches to identify a phenomenon: Reductionism 
and Holism. 
Reductionism Paradigm which leads to “Fragmental Thinking” that 
assumes system as whole consists of a number of parts. Based on 
reductionism paradigm, system can be conceived by subdividing into its 
fundamental parts. 
Another approach is Holism or system thinking approach. Holism is a form 
of antireductionism, which is the complement of reductionism. 
Reductionism analyzes a complex system by subdividing or reduction to 
more fundamental parts. Holism is the idea that systems (physical, 
biological, chemical, social, economic, mental, etc.) and their properties 
should be viewed as wholes, not as collections of parts. This often includes 
the view that systems function as wholes and that their functioning cannot 
be fully understood solely in terms of their component parts. 
No doubt, service is holistic. Because a service involves a lot of aspects 
and layers that are noticeable to be designed since the service could be 
provided to the customer. The dimensions and layers which most of them 
are hidden from customer’s sight, aspects such as:  
• Layer of service front stage 
• Layer of physical evidence  
• Layer of individual touch-points 
• Layer of service moments of true 
• Layer of service sequence 
• Layer of service human clue 
• Layer of service stakeholders 
• Layer of service behind stage 
• Layers of support systems and processes  
• & etc. 
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Figure 5. Blueprint of holistic overview of an exemplar service as a complex system 
with several aspects 
 
All of these components and aspects should be regarded in a service to be 
designed. So,	   service	   as	   a	   complex	   system,	   has	   a	   customer-­‐oriented	  
definition. According to system approaching to service concept, Customer 
Service System (CSS) is a configuration of technology and organizational 
networks designed to deliver services that satisfy the needs, wants, or 
aspiration of customers. 
Although Customer Service System is a holistic system, at the early steps 
of prototyping this system we need to reduce its complexity. We call the 
criteria for such this reductionism “Unique Point”. 
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Application of service patterns would be useful in service design  
The service as a kind of complex system can be planned easier using 
pattern. Variety and complexity of subjects and predicates in the design 
problem statement of service design science necessitate the utilization of 
pattern of service design. Service design patterns are the repeatable general 
structures of successful designed services that they could meet the 
customer satisfaction and they led to desirable service user experience in 
the specific context. Science design patterns help designers to overcome 
the complexity of systems for a wide variety of services.  
In general, the most effective way to learn how to do a skill or to state it to 
others is to model excellent performers of that particular skill. Lets to call 
these models “pattern”.  
Service design patterns as a tool for designers are prefabricated formats to 
conceive and also to express the deeper wisdom of repeatable and 
experienced successful solutions in a particular field of service design.  
Service design patterns, are straightforward ways to inspire for service 
planning through using stereotypical service solution and already prepared 
formulaic exemplar service process. Taking this approach, designer doesn’t 
have to search in large area to look for service solution. But he/she should 
just recognize the situation and according to state of affairs, he/she easily 
chooses its proper solution. 
Utilizing proposed service redesign pattern (service uniframe) designers 
have an archive of circumstances in which the preferred or recommended 
solutions have been prototyped for common problem. Conversation 
Patterns are ways to get better knowledge from domain experts.  
In practice, the service is compilation of several frames that forms a 
meaningful scenario, which is useful, and it leads to a level of satisfaction 
in customer. Service uniframe are well-formulated frame which helps 
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service designers to clarify and understand how to satisfy stakeholders 
needs which have been raised in the service design problem statement.  
To redesign a current service, service designers should frequently behave 
like detectives to discover these gaps. 
Service clues are the setting that service designers apply in the activities, 
infrastructures, material components, communications and information in 
order to design a service. These elements play the role of options and 
alternatives that be manipulated for designing a service experience. Service 
clues can be briefly classified in the three categories: 
• Service Environment 
• Service Stuff (Human clues)  
• Service Process   
• Service Setting 
The tangible features of service architecture like the service environment 
and other objective service clues are usually perceive by customer easily 
and can be observed by designers. But the intangible part of service that 
has salient effect on the customer satisfaction is service process. Service 
designers need to have a mental model of the service process to redesign it. 
In other word, to improve a service, its process should be analyzed to find 
the problem that affords the customer effort during service process.  This 
process must be prototyped to be evaluated and analyzed.  
A service uniframe is general devised strategies, which methodically 
express an idea in a concise and systematic way to find an answer to, or 
hint the clue of effectively dealing with a service problem. 
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1. Definition: “Service Uniframe” As Service Redesign Prototyping 
1.1. Literature review of prototyping  
 
 “Prototypes” are representations of design ideas created before final 
artifacts exist. In more typically within the design profession, prototypes 
can be usefully thought of as “learning tools” and consequently may exist 
at any level of resolution—from very rough to highly refined—and may be 
used at any stage in the design process to explore, evolve, and/or 
communicate ideas.  
Design has a rich tradition of employing prototypes of various kinds to 
explore and communicate evolving ideas and potential solutions. For 
example, Houde and Hill discuss various functions for prototypes as being 
essentially about the “role” that artifacts will play, their “look and feel,” 
and how they will be implemented. (1) 
Prototyping is the creation of simple, incomplete models or mockups of a 
design. It provides designers with key insights into real-world design 
requirements, and gives them a method to visualize, evaluate, learn, and 
improve design specifications prior to delivery (2). So prototyping is core 
to how designers do their work. It involves moving from the world of 
abstract ideas, analysis, theories, plans, and specifications to the world of 
concrete, tangible, and experiential things (3). Prototyping is at the core of 
design and it has been stressed in design thinking and transformation 
design as a way to ‘fail early to succeed sooner’, especially when it is 
conducted in the actual context of use. (4) 
Prototypes range from low-fidelity sketches and cardboard cutouts (5) to 
high-fidelity different kind of models at various levels, all designed to 
explore and communicate propositions about the design and its context by 
allowing people to establish an experiential, sensory relationship with ideas 
about products, services, spaces, processes, and so on. There are three basic 
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kinds of prototyping: concept, throwaway, and evolutionary. 
Prototyping is acknowledged as an important activity in participatory 
design, and participatory design is regarded as a good approach in order to 
create knowledge regarding desirable futures by a large amount of scholars 
[6]. Christiane Floyd [7] describes prototypes as learning vehicles  i.e. they 
support creating knowledge regarding the issue one is inquiring into. 
Prototyping has long since been promoted as one of the key activities in 
designing successful systems and products and they are understood to be 
especially important when the design space is complex, since clients and 
other stakeholders might have a hard time understanding the future system 
being designed without the prototypes [8]. Tangibles, such as scenarios, 
visualizations, objects, etc. can be shared by stakeholders support 
exploration and understanding; as well as facilitate communication [9].  
Lawson [10] reasons that externalization of designers’ thoughts with the 
help of prototypes, etc. is one way to understand why this works well. Then 
the creation of knowledge can also be done in collaboration since these 
“external” artifacts are available for all participants. 
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1.2. Notion of “Prototype: in non-design theme 
The word prototype comes from the Latin words “proto”, meaning 
original, and “typus”, meaning form or model [11].  
Prototype has different notion in psychology, linguistics and cognitive 
science. In a non-technical context, a prototype is an especially 
representative example of a given category.  
In psychology, linguistics and cognitive science, it discusses how we 
categorize things and how we tend to privilege members of a category 
over more marginal members of the category [12]. Prototype theory is 
a mode of graded categorization in cognitive science, where some 
members of a category are more central than others. For example, 
when asked to give an example of the concept furniture, chair is more 
frequently cited than, say, stool. 
 
 
Figure 6. Schematic of the notion of “Prototyping” in Linguistics  
 
Later, I will deliberate in this research that there is some hints that 
there is relationship between the notion of prototyping in cognitive 
science, psychology and linguistics areas and the concept of pattern in 
the design field. 
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1.3. The Notion of Uniframing 
One of the effective prototyping approaches to describe an abstractive 
phenomenon is the concept of “Uniframing” proposed by cognitive 
scientist Professor Marvin Minsky [13].  
Minsky in his famous book “The society of mind” explains the concept of 
Uniframe with an interesting example: “a child and his hand-change play 
experience with the scenario of block-arch toy”. 
According to his interesting hypothetical story, while the child is playing 
with some Lego blocks toys and a little automobile toy, it leads to make 
this tunnel structure: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7, 8. Block-Arch No.1 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 9. Block-Arch No.2 
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Figure 9. Block-Arch No.3 
 
The child in Minsky’s Block-Arch scenario experienced plenty of different 
arrangements of block structures, yet ended up describing them as all the 
same! The noticeable achievement was in finding out how to describe all 
the different instead of arch with selfsame phrase, “A top supported by two 
standing blocks that do not touch.” Minsky coined the new word 
“uniframe” for this – a description constructed to apply to several different 
things at once [14].  
Uniframing simply makes a generalization such as the concept of tree, it 
extracts similarities from numerous examples; the simplification enables 
higher-level thinking. Uniframe is a strategy of simplification in which it is 
focused on universal definition formerly concrete details are left 
ambiguous, vague, or undefined. Uniframe may be formed by reducing the 
information content of a concept or an observable phenomenon, typically 
to retain only information which is relevant for a particular purpose.  
When seen this way, different kinds of a phenomenon seems much more 
similar. This is because they all serve common purpose despite the great 
diversity of their physical appearances. Uniframing is the process of 
categorizing things, applying a general description to a number of things at 
once. It can be thought of as a pattern or a mental model. For example, we 
each have a uniframe for those things known as fish. When uniframing, we 
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essentially compare new information with what we already "know," and 
categorize it according to already developed frames of reference.  
Uniframe approach disregards discrepancies in favor of imagined 
regularities. It tends to be perfectionists but also tend to think in term of 
stereotypes. This sometimes leads to recklessness toward omission because 
it has to reject some evidences in other to make a norm formulation. 
Indeed, focusing on a gist as unique point and omitting the other 
redundancies and details, a uniframe ignores discrepancies in similar 
systems to make an overall descriptive pattern by redefines it as general 
axiom. 
Simply put, a uniframe is a description designed to represent common 
aspects of a group of things that can be used to distinguish them from other 
things [15].  
There are a lot of data frames (of things, information and phenomenon) 
around us. Based on cognition ability of human mind, to recognize more 
efficient, it is optimum for our mind to unify several related data frames in 
a single generalization. Linking together a sequence of frames that are 
significant, a uni-frame is formulated. 
In other hand, uniframing is the cognitive process by which the mind can 
note the similarity or dissimilarity by comparing between the diversity of 
information and the prior source frame as reference. For example, based on 
different kinds of trees in our specific geographic location, all of us 
mentally have a uniframe for concept of tree. To form such a general 
uniframe, our mind takes an abstractive approach in which many detail of 
trees are ignored and it is emphasized just on the shared items between 
trees. As a reductive approach, uniframe tends to present subjects or 
problems in a simplified form. 
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Figure 2.  A Uniframe presents diversity in a unique general description 
that emphasizes on representation of the basic shared elements and 
simplification of these similarities. 
 
Uniframing amounts to finding a general description that subsumes 
multiple examples [16]. The original target of uniframing a concept is to 
integrate all the possible statuses of solutions of a certain problem at once 
and it is an approach to combine several descriptions in a general 
description and make a universal pattern of that concept. The uniframe is a 
kind of mental model. For example, we each have a uni-frame for those 
things known as bird. A “Uniframe” is a universal frame that captures what 
a set of frames have in common, such as our concept of a bird. Without the 
exceptions such as penguins, ostriches, dead birds, caged birds and so on, 
the birds can fly [17]. Uniframing is the process to place a number of 
things in a particular class or group. It classifies objects or notions in a 
given categorization while applying it a general description at once, which 
involves all of them. 
In this research, uniframe concept is utilized for service prototyping as a 
pattern. This approach to model a service, is describing of the user actions 
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through summarizing it and defining it based on its three key parameters: 
Enforcement, Prevention and Tolerance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. How a uniframe makes an easy understand cognitive pattern in mind 
 
At the first step, we required our uni-frame to insist on what are 
compulsory for structure in order to eventuate the function outcome. 
Minsky calls this necessary condition “Enforcement”. Then we require our 
uniframe to reject structures in which our favorable function can’t be 
obtained. This refusing unwanted condition is called “Prevention” by 
Minsky; A way to keep from accepting an undesired situation. Finally we 
require our uniframe to be neutral about the certain part of structure in 
order to keep from making distinctions we don’t consider relevant. Minsky 
calls this free optional possibility “tolerance”.  
Uniframing is the process of categorizing things, applying a general 
description to a number of things at once, identifying an over-arching 
relationship. A uniframe can be thought of as a mental model. For example, 
we each have a uniframe for those things known as fish. When uniframing, 
we essentially compare new information with what we already "know," and 
categorize it according to already developed frames of reference.  
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A “Frame” is any mental representation with a set of terminals to which 
other structures can be attached. A “Uniframe” is a frame that captures 
what a set of frames have in common, such as your concept of a bird. 
Without the exceptions such as penguins, ostriches, dead birds, caged birds 
and so on, the birds can fly [18]. 
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1.4. Proposal: 
 
Applying concept of Uniframe as a framework 
for Service Redesign Prototyping 
(Service Uniframe) 
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1.4. Proposal: Applying concept of Uniframe as a framework for 
Service Redesign Prototyping (Service Uniframe) 
Theoretically, in a perfect service experience, all sub-experience are useful 
and desirable from the customer viewpoint and the whole service is free of 
undemand and non-value added user actions. But service experience 
quality is more difficult for customers to evaluate than goods quality. 
Therefor the criteria customers use to evaluate the service may be more 
difficult for the designers to mentally grasp. Moreover service customers 
do not evaluate service quality solely on the outcome of a service [19]. 
They also consider how involved their experience is during the service 
journey process. So, service designers need to a mental model to 
comprehend the whole story of service. One of the best kinds of mental 
models which is so suitable for designers to utilize it as representing tool is 
“Uniframe” . 
As you known in the Minsky’s story of child and block-arch scenario, 
indeed, there was a physical structure (making a Block-Arch tunnel) that 
arises a mental function (enjoy from Hand-Change while play a toy car). In 
other word, a specific situation in structure of physical evidence leads to a 
desired experience or mental event. Therefore, the uniframing process is 
actually just describing this experience by the emotional aim or mental 
image in the child’s mind instead of defining the physical structure. 
Taking same approach and relying on user experience, in this research, I 
propose a pattern for service prototyping by describing service experience 
during user actions in the service process, instead of representation of 
service evidences and peripheral setting of service. 
As it already mentioned, the service has exclusive characteristic that 
distinguishes it from the products to be embodiment. Services are 
intangible, untouchable or impalpable. This is why it is difficult to 
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represent pure service and hence, people usually imagine and evaluate the 
services through their physical aspects such as service setting, service 
evidence, touch points. Most of people, even judge a service by attitude of 
service staff.   
However, one of the effective approach to simulate a service, is uniframing 
the structure of that service through defining its three parameters:  
At the first step, we required our uniframe to insist on what are compulsory 
for structure in order to eventuate the function outcome. Minsky calls this 
necessary condition “Enforcement”. 
Then we require our uniframe to reject structures in which our favorable 
function can’t be obtained. This refusing unwanted condition is called 
“Prevention” by Minsky; A way to keep from accepting an undesired 
situation.  
Finally we require our uniframe to be neutral about the certain part of 
structure in order to keep from making distinctions we don’t consider 
relevant. Minsky calls this free optional possibility “tolerance”.  
In accord with intangibility of service, making a pattern of planning for 
service improvement, designers need to possess a skeleton or structure as a 
template to represent not only functional satisfaction/dissatisfaction of 
service process, but also this template should be able to carry the content of 
non-physical aspects of service user experience such as mental and 
emotional feeling of customer toward service process. In addition such a 
descriptive framework should be able to evaluate service process from the 
stand point of user and it must reflex the customer feeling toward actions 
which he/she has to perform as user action during service process. 
Moreover this format should encompass the ability of description of service 
process by which arises certain expression or mood in service audience. 
Therefore it must be extracted from a cognitive pattern.  
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Due to Uniframe theory comes from the background of cognition and 
comprehension, “Uniframe” as a mental model is one of the best patterns 
among other mental models have been proposed in the cognitive science 
that can be utilized as a platform to describe redesigning of service process. 
On the other hand, service is holistic and comprehensive, so to choose a 
format for service pattern, it requires an all-inclusive, executive and 
exhaustive template. Because the uniframe is universal enough and 
uniframing generalizes the variable concepts, it can be relevant option to 
describe a general representation of service planning.  
Another reason to select unifame as framework for service redesign, is that 
as it mentioned in the Minsky’s Block-Arch scenario, uniframing could 
simulate several experience of that assumed child in an individual 
exclusive and distinctive description, while this description is extendable to 
many other moods [20]. It means if we apply uniframing process into 
service process as Service Redesign Pattern - “Service Unifram”- this 
pattern carefully embraces the level of abstraction. In other word, the 
service uniframe is concrete enough to use as rules of thumb with good 
results, and yet are sufficiently abstract to apply to countless situations, 
with an almost infinite variety of results. 
Application of uniframe concept in service redesign as a useful tool for 
service designer in order to re-planning services or service improvement 
can be count as a design advantage for several reasons: 
First, Service Uniframe provides an accessible format to document service 
design knowledge on a personal, project, or organizational level, creating a 
complete but accessible reference source. Putting forward service redesign 
patterns in uniframe format elegantly summarize a problem, context, 
examples, and solution in a framework that is more rigorous than a 
heuristic and more accessible than a library of service design books! 
Second, the format of uniframe for redesign patterns facilitates 
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communication with other participants of a service redesign project. 
Because redesign is a distributed social process, effective communication 
plays an important role. 
Third, the service uniframes not only as useful service redesign patterns to 
help service designer by inspiration for redesigning service with similar 
context, but also as an effective prototyping, can be consider as a 
representing tool for service stakeholders (service industry managers, 
service designers, service providers, service staff, service customers and 
other service audiences) by serving a shared language for understanding 
service process. Uniframing a service will be so helpful for all service 
stakeholders as well, especially in the early stapes of service planning. 
Because utilizing such a representation approach, they will be able to 
configure a concrete mental model toward customer actions during service 
process and thus, it will be more facilitate to be sure that all service design 
team conceive a redesigning idea and all perceive a share idea. 
Forth, the service uniframe serves as a tool to practice actual service 
improvement. It moves the service designer to an abstract level to help 
escape repetition and encourage innovation. Because service uniframe as 
platform for service redesign patterns transcend particular implementations, 
they assist the designer in moving easily among platforms, devices, and 
media (visual, auditory, haptic, etc.). When used as a toolbox of 
techniques, service uniframe can lower costs, in terms of time and usability 
testing, by helping service designers form educated design choices at the 
beginning of a project. 
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2.Verification of “Service Uniframe” as a tool for service redesign 
prototyping 
Logically, every prototyping method includes at least three essential items 
as representation elements: 
1. The content or function which representation wants to describe. 
2. The unique point or specific parameter which determines what is the 
criteria of prototyping, what is important to be highlight in that case 
of prototyping and how to ignore and skip other redundancy and 
encapsulate the representation. 
3. The format, structure, or framework that prototyping approach 
chooses for embodiment of content, the platform by which prototype 
represents content and how to demonstrate it. 
 
 
Table 1. Every prototyping method includes a content, an unique point and a format 
 
First element is what, is trying to described, which calls content of 
prototyping. In service uniframing this user action during service process 
would be described as content of prototyping.  
Second element, is how to encapsulate or how to abstract the whole system 
with a certain criteria. 
We call this criteria unique point, and the unique point of service 
uniframing is customer perceived value.  
It means, evaluation of service actions by customer.  
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Last elements, refers to framework or structure of prototyping which the 
prototyping content is represented using this format. I choose uniframe as 
platform for prototyping of service redesign. As I mentioned before 
uniframe includes three characteristics of Enforcement, Prevention , and 
Tolerance.  
Briefly, Service Uniframe a redesign prototyping tool for designer inspires: 
 
1. Its “Content” from “Service Process” which involves service user 
activities as descriptive indicators. 
2. Its “Unique Point” from “Lean Theory” as an improvement 
paradigm. 
3. Its “Format” from “Uniframe theory” as a prototyping pattern.  	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Figure 1. Service Redesign Pattern inspires its Content from Service Process, its Unique 
Point from Lean and its Format from Uniframe 
Hereinafter, I try to verify service uniframe by verification of its 
components and the reason of why these theories prove that service 
uniframe works and it is useful prototyping tool for designer especially at 
the early stages of service redesign.  
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2.1. “Uniframe” is suitable structure for representation of service 
redesign 
Uniframe has been proposed in cognitive science as pattern of mental 
perception even for abstractive subjects which not having physical or 
concrete existence. As it already explained utilizing uniframing a 
phenomenon, it is possible to concrete what is form in mind as a concept 
and describing that mental conception, we even are able to make an 
experience embodiment. This is why uniframing is suitable model for 
intangible evidences like service experience. Uniframe	  consists	  of	  aspects	  in	  which	  service	  redesign	  can	  be	  plainly	  explained.	  
 
	    
Figure 2. Service Uniframe captures its format from uniframe approach  
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to prototype service redesigning 
According to uniframing approach to prototype service redesign, the initial 
steps to demonstrate of idea generation for redesigning a service can be 
summarized in three parameters: 
 
1. First, is enforcement, what must be happen during service process 
and we, as designers, require to insist on it. 
2. Second point is prevention, what must not to be taken place and we 
require rejecting it in the service process. 
3. Last parameter is tolerance that is relevant alternative we require to 
accept to remove prevention or replace it by that. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Utilizing Uniframe to prototype a service, it implicitly involves value 
assessment of service process. 
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2.2. “Service Process” Is The Best Content For  
Representation of Services 
Each service consists of at least four components as its content that can be 
used as descriptive aspect for service description. These four principal 
sections of are as follows [1]: 
• Service Setting (Physical Evidence)  
• Service Stuff (Human Clues)  
• Service Task (Onstage/Backstage) 
• Service Process (Customer Action) 
As it was explained I choose last one, customer action in the service 
process, as descriptive aspect of my proposing prototyping tool. Now, I am 
proving that “Service Process” is the best alternative to select an indicator 
as content to represent services.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Service Uniframe captures its content  
from user actions during service process 
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Before it be mentioned that the essence service design is user experience. 
Therefor if we properly demonstrate the improvement of user experience 
during service redesign process, we can successfully represent the core of 
service enrichment.  
Indeed, user experience in service configures during service process. Form 
the standpoint of service customer, service process is just the set of user 
actions they should pass to achieve the service goal and satisfy with given 
service. But from the perspective of service designers, service process is 
more than a collection of user actions.  
Due to intangibility of services, service process or as it is called in the term 
of service design - service journey - is the only medium for communication 
with service user. This is the platform of service interface and the service 
touch points and also service moments of true builds upon on the user 
actions during this journey.  
 
 
Figure 5. User actions during service process, mostly are only communicate channel 
between clients and service organization, and plays an important role as service 
interface 
 
Indeed user action is highest level of user experience. Because user action 
is the interaction between user and service touch points in practice, so user 
actions almost leads to the service moments of true that is highest level of 
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user experience. Since the service process involves sequence of user 
actions, it is the optimum choice for description of service user experience. 
Furthermore, service is user-centered system [2]. It means each activity 
related to service must be designed with emphasize on user. Therefore	  
“Service Uniframe” as a service redesign prototyping should focus on user 
action during service process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Taking user center approach, “Service Uniframe” emphasizes on user action 
in the service process to prototype service redesigning 	  Beside, service is sequencing system (of user actions)[3]. Because of that, 
“Service Uniframe” should evaluate the consequence each user action. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. “Service Uniframe” evaluates the consequence each user action. 
 
Eventually,	  “Service Uniframe” is a tool for designer to imagine user at the 
early stages of service redesigning process. This is why “Service 
Uniframe” inevitably addresses user action. 	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Figure 8. Schematic of “Service Uniframe” as a prototyping tool for designer to imagine 
user at the early stages of service redesigning. 	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2.3. “Lean Paradigm” as one pillar of “Service Uniframe” 
Usually there are two approaches to verify a new notion. One is to examine 
that idea in the several cases. If the idea works well in all of experimental 
cases, then we can result that it probably works well in other cases too.  
Another approach to verify a new idea is to confirm it utilizing another 
truth idea that has been already proved. In this case, the verification has 
more validity and it is more reliable. Because it does not just rely upon the 
instances, but the new option is totally verified by a currently used, tested 
and accepted idea.  
 
 
Figure 9. “Lean” approach as an industrial paradigm (in both manufacturing industry 
and service industry) is one of the three pillars of my proposed service redesign 
prototyping tool - “Service Uniframe”. 
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As it already mentioned, the “lean” approach as an industrial paradigm (in 
both manufacturing industry and service industry), is one of the three 
pillars of my proposed service redesign prototyping tool - “Service 
Uniframe”.  
Since the present research claims that the proposed tool is value-oriented, 
taking the latter method for verification, lean thinking as a well-known 
enterprise philosophy and experienced approach to create wealth through 
banishing wastes in the organizations, has been applied to verify the 
content of new concept and proposed tool in this thesis. 
Therefor, to verify my proposed service redesign prototyping tool (Service 
Uniframe), I subsequently address to prove how principal of lean thinking 
paradigm approves my proposed service redesign prototyping tool (Service 
Uniframe). 
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2.3.1. Literature review of “Lean Entrepreneurship”  
The term lean was first coined in 1988 by John Krafcik in his masters’ 
degree dissertation at MIT. His research was striving to describe the 
comparative performance of automotive assembly in Japanese company –
Toyota – versus the West. Later, the lean concept of was popularized by 
Womack and Jones.  They interpreted the TPS (Toyota Production System) 
and According to their explanation of lean, waste is decisively delineated in 
relation to value.  Getting rid of waste is virtue as long as it leads to 
accretion of perceived value [4]. However at the begin lean was initiated in 
manufacturing industry and subsequently it applied to the service industry 
[5]. It is an enterprise paradigm that regards the dissipation of resources in 
any appearances other than the direct conception of value for the end user 
to be wasteful, and thus a target for trying to completely remove. Working 
from the lens of the user who exhausts a service, "value" is every action or 
function that a customer would be eager to pay for. And in opposite there is 
waste.  Waste is any work the customer is not welling to pay for. All work 
consists of three components: First, actual work is any activity that increase 
value to the product or service in the lens of customer. Second, auxiliary 
work, or incidental work, is any activity that is required to be done but does 
not add value to the product or service in the eyes of customer. Third, 
waste, is any activity that is inessential and does not add value to the 
product or service in the customers’ viewpoint [6].  
Japanese industrial strategist- Taiichi Ohno (1988)- defined waste as 
anything other than the minimum amount of equipment, materials, parts, 
and working time absolutely essential to production [7]. Contemporary 
with him, Hay (1988) improved this definition to “anything other than the 
absolute minimum resources of materials, machines, and manpower 
required to add value to the product [8].” Based on the paradigm of TPS 
enterprise philosophy, Ohno formulized these both key notions- value and 
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waste and he developed an equation for organizational capacity based on 
the fact that there is a separation of real work, or value-added, and waste or 
non-value-added [9]:  
 
Capacity = work + waste 
Capacity = (Actual work) + (waste + Auxiliary work) 
Capacity = (add-value) + (non-add-value) 
 
Based on his formulation, the total capacity of every work is the sum of the 
real useful work and also some marginal useless activities that he calls 
them respectively add-value and non-value added actions. Value-added 
activities are actions those actions that the customer determines as valuable 
or as adding value. Non-value-added activities are those actions that add 
cost to the product/service but provide no value in the eyes of customer. 
Rework, moving material from a finished goods warehouse to a 
distribution center, and a clerk waiting on another clerk to finish with a 
customer to further process the customer through a given service being 
provided are examples of adding costs to the product/service without 
providing value to the customer.  In some instance, task like inspection 
may appear to be waste, but they are actually value-added activities if the 
customer requires them to be performed. In those instance, it is important 
to understand what value the customer expect to receive from the 
inspection in order to reduce or eliminate inspection cost. In some other 
instances, an inspection may not be required if the process can be 
controlled to prevent specific defect from being created or to delete them 
before they reach the customer. Ohno describes that true efficiency 
improvement is theoretically realized when the real work is 100% and 
waste is 0%. In practice improving the capacity of system, removing or 
reducing the non-values usually is so easier than increasing value-adds. A 
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simple check as to find if a task, compared to the its cost and time taken for 
it, is value-creating, is to ask if the customer would judge a system less 
valuable if this task could be left out without affecting the system [9]. 
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2.3.2. “Lean” confirms “Service Uniframe” 
“Lean” Confirms Service Uniframe Approach. As it already mentioned 
Lean is a successful and well-known planning paradigm derived from 
Toyota Company in Japan for continuous improvement in the processes. 
According to Lean: 
• ”Value" is every activity that customer is eager to pay for.  
• “Waste” is any activity that customer is not welling to pay for. 
Therefore based on Lean, each	  activity	  in	  service	  process	  is one of these 
two following modes [10]: 	  
 
• Value-added:  
It increases value in the lens of customer (Customer Perceived-value) 
• Non Value-added: 
It is waste or it does not add value in the eyes of customer.  
 
Therefore based on Lean, each activity in service process is one of these 
two following modes [11]:  
 
1. Value-added activities which refers to service actions which 
increases Customer Perceived-value, or in other word activities 
which enhance value in the lens of customer. 
2. Non Value-added activities that refers to service actions which are 
perceived by customer as waste or it does not add value in the eyes 
of user.  
As it is showed in bellow table, I compare service uniframe pattern with 
lean principles as reference for verification of service uniframe. As you 
see, the main aspects and principles of lean as an improvement paradigm, 
totally confirms service uniframe. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Service Uniframe & Lean Principles 
(As Reference For Verification) 
 
When lean principles are applied in service dominant logic, it underlies the 
lean user experience (lean UX). Lean user experience principles assist 
service designers to promote services in three ways [29]: first, they help 
designers to remove waste from the user actions in the service process. 
Second, they derive designers to harmonize the sequence of user actions in 
the service process. Last and perhaps most important, is the mindset shift 
designers gain from adapting a mental model based on the customer point 
of view. Indeed, instead of relying on designer to discover the best solution 
from an own single point of view, service designers can utilize lean tool to 
urge quickly how well (or not) their ideas meet the users’ goal. 
According to Lean, the optimum approach to improve a service is to center 
on making obvious what adds value by reducing everything else. Lean 
approach confirms detachment between “Value-added” & “Non value-
added” in the service process [12]. In deed, Customer Perceived-value as 
unique point of service uniframe, derives from Lean. 
Based on lean improvement paradigm, the optimum approach to improve a 
service is to center on making obvious what adds value by reducing 
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everything else. 
 
 
Figure 10. Customer Perceived-value as unique point of service uniframe, 
derives from Lean. 
 
Identifying “Non value-added” actions in service process, points out the 
redesign opportunities of improvement in service process.  “Customer 
Perceived-value” as unique point for a redesign pattern, highlights the gap 
between design problem and design solution from the user perspective. 
As an important design advantage, Identifying “Non value-added” actions 
in the service process, points out the redesign opportunities of 
improvement in service process.   
But the principal of lean is to identification of all kinds of wastes and then 
elimination of them. According to Toyota production system, waste comes 
in three main forms that are called in Japanese terms: Mura, Muri and 
Muda [13]. Mura is all about at variance and inconsistent workload. The 
application of various types of inspection and supervision in manufacturing 
industry are crucial reviews due to control of each stage during the 
production process. Such reconsideration phases, are key to ensure that 
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work-flow and logical directions are taken between sub-processes. The 
smoothness of these sub-process flow guarantee the quality of 
manufacturing system in which following production processes take away 
from proceeding processes the parts they need, when they need them, in the 
exact needed amount [14].  
In service industry it is also attainable to smooth the workflow of service 
providing by designing touch-points and physical evidences across several 
task in a service process. But due to simultaneous inherent characteristic of 
service, supplying of the service is indispensable for its rendering. 
Additionally, the clients of service are not separable from the delivery of 
service because they are involved in it from appealing for it up to utilizing 
the delivery benefits. Therefore, the service user actions are concurrently 
fulfilled one-time while the service is providing. Due to this simultaneity 
each service user experience is unique. In other word, the quality of 
services usually is not permanent. Even in a same service, it is different 
from case to case because of differentiation between current situations and 
circumstances of the different service user experiences.  
This is what we call it lacking homogeneity or heterogeneous characteristic 
of the service. In most of service businesses, the heterogeneous attitude of 
service is assumed undesirable as waste from the customers’ perspective.  
Rather than having different face-to-face (between customer and the stuff 
of service organization) front stage events, arranging systematic service 
actions in which customer moments of truth take place during user actions, 
leads to services become more “lean” and also more interactive. Such a 
lean and interactive service, guarantees the homogeneity of service. In 
other word it ensures its customer that service quality is independent of the 
employees’ behavior in different condition and different times. This can be 
considered as a service-oriented approach to prevent service-appearance 
waste. Indeed in to standardize service sequences through redesigning an 
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available service into lean service, utilization of service uniframe patterns 
helps service designers to solve the problem of heterogeneity in service, 
and as a tool, it assist them to facilitate the understanding of service process 
and also share understanding between design team members. Similar to 
lean principles in design for manufacturing, using service uniframe pattern 
and having lean approach in service design, the user actions of service 
process become rational and logic. Removing or reducing non-value added, 
the service process will be standardized and its sequences become more 
smooth and facilitated. 
 
Table 2. Holistic comparison of lean enterprise philosophy in “Toyota 
Production System (TPS)” and proposed “Service   Uniframe Pattern” 
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Muda is Japanese equivalent word for wastefulness and in TPS 
terminology it means any useless or neutral event in the system that does 
not create value for the customer. Muda also known as the “seven forms of 
waste” which were defined by Toyota mastermind, Ohno [15]: Defective 
production, Overproduction, Waiting, Non-used employee talent, 
Transportation, Inventory, Motion and Excessive (over) processing. These 
wastes are originally from manufacturing. However they do have 
application in many types of service. As ever, in translation manufacturing 
concept to service, should be beware [16]. The identified types of Muda 
wastes redefined into service industries by Bicheno and Holweg [17]. As it 
has been shown in the Table 2, to fit better with business organizations, 
they have enumerated one more Muda waste for services and the original 
seven wastes, increase to eight types of wastes for the service. 
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Table 3. Redefinition of Muda wastes for service 
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Muri or waste due to any activity asking unreasonable stress or effort from 
personnel, material or equipment; In short, heavy burdening or stressing the 
people, equipment or system [19]. For product manufacturing, Muri means 
expecting a machine to do more than it is capable of or has been designed 
to do. But for service, Muri may refer to a too heavy mental or physical 
burden. In service area, Muri in services is usually appeared in physically 
overburdening for doing a task during service process, or mentally 
confusing among a numbers of options or because of decision-making and 
reacting quickly. So stress is often a sign of “Muri” form of waste in 
service dominant logic. 
The entrepreneurs’ production system of company of Toyota applied some 
guidelines to prevent Muri- as one of the three types of waste in 
manufacturing. Inspired from them for service refinement, Muri can be 
avoided through both the standardization of sequence of user action in the 
service progress and allocation of proper time for each activity. To achieve 
such a standard condition, the output of each user action must be review to 
assure the accuracy of its certain function. Then each user action and its 
given function as a service frame must be redesign based on a particular 
service uniframe. This service redesigning process often leads to reduction 
in number of service steps. It may carry out by taking simple service user 
actions and integrating them into a standardized service sequences. 
Sometimes simplification of current service is done through removing a 
physical activity and adding an automatic or intelligent alternative instead 
of it otherwise a service user action is replaced with another activity that is 
more facilitated, improved productivity, heightened employee morale, 
ergonomic and safe, higher quality, and reduced costs. 
As lean manufacturing philosophy has grown to be more extensively 
implemented, the extension of lean principles is beginning to spread to 
service industries [20].  Despite of distinguished essence of service, there 
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are many similarities or analogues between service and manufacturing 
from the lean point of view. For instance, whereas the manufacturing 
produces using machinery on a large scale and “serves” valuable 
merchandise to the its user, the service function “manufactures” valuable 
business services for the customers [21]. 
 
 
Table 4. “Lean” equivalent paradigm in “Service Uniframe” 
 
As it was mentioned before, the Service Unifame model- identical to the 
lean enterprise model- defines problem from the client perspective. It 
means this model simulates the problem based on “voice of customer”. The 
criteria for classifying a user action into “Value creator activity” category 
or “Non-value creator activity” category has been adapted from lean 
thinking, whether that activity is worthwhile for the user.  Therefore the 
customer-oriented approach to the problem definition is the remarkable 
point of this proposed tool. As a prototyping tool, the proposed tool just 
simulates ready information in the visual framework. So this prototyping 
tool needs some information about customers’ manner. This data related to 
the customers’ “value creators actions” vs. “non-value creator actions” 
must be already gathered through one of the methods of customer 
satisfaction measurement. 
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2.4. Kano model confirms Service Uniframe 
Uniframing of service redesign is also comparable and compatible to 
famous Kano model of need analysis or needs satisfaction Diagram.  
The traditional thought of service quality has supposed that customer 
satisfaction simply depends just on how a service creates new option that 
leads to customer perceived-value.  
The Kano model was developed in 1984 by Japanese quality management 
theoretician, Professor Noriaki Kano. In his model, the needs of customers 
are divided into five categories and this five types of requirements display 
in a two-dimensional diagram. Professor Noriaki Kano states that user 
satisfaction has not simply proportional correlation to how only functional 
a service.  Dr. Kano’s diagram classifies user preferences into five distinct 
categories: Delighters, Basic Needs, One-Dimensional, Indifferent 
and Reverse [22]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Kano model of relationship between customers’ needs and their satisfaction 
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The top of the charts (which can see below) displays customer satisfaction 
and dissatisfaction to the bottom, the more satisfying to go up and vice 
versa. 
The diagram to the right service to meet the demands and optimal function 
and dysfunction of the left, the right to go to a better performance provided 
by us and vice versa. 
According to this model users assume some of service functions as what 
must be happen during a service experience. These kinds of expected 
service function are essential and initial from the service customers’ 
viewpoint. These basic requirements must not be backed out, because they 
are default expectations of users. But in opposite, satisfying them doesn’t 
increase user satisfaction. 
In other hand in service domain, some things must be avoided to happen. It 
is necessary for a service to be free of any kind of inconvenience. All 
public service customers hate unnecessary bureaucratic process. Even in 
vital cases, they prefer to stay at home and do their necessary official 
affairs, without need to administrative referral. All private service 
customers, hate delay for delivery of service and it is important for them to 
service doesn’t include “waiting time” at all.  
According to Kano model, basic and performance needs can be equated 
with the “enforcement” in the term of service uniframe and tolerance or 
delighting solutions for excitement needs raise customer satisfaction 
Strongly. 
It aims to connect the requirements fulfilled by products or services with 
customer satisfaction and identifies three types of requirements that 
influence ultimate customer satisfaction. The horizontal axis of the diagram 
indicates the extent to which a product aspect fulfills customer 
requirements and the vertical axis indicates the extent to which customers 
are satisfied with the product or service. The three major types of 
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requirements are must-be, one-dimensional, and attractive. 
Must-be requirements are also referred to as basic requirements, which 
represent the minimal criteria that must be met by a product or service. If 
they are not fulfilled, customers will not be satisfied with and have no 
interest in the product or service. Furthermore, even if these requirements 
are fully fulfilled, they will not generate any additional customer 
satisfaction beyond a neutral level. 
The one-dimensional line goes through the origin at 45 degrees. It 
represents the needs that are directly related to customer satisfaction. That 
is, the functional attribute of product or service in which with regard to this 
type of need, the more customers are satisfied. If these types of requirement 
are fulfilled, they can become a strong source of customer satisfaction and 
should therefore be given high priority in service design or product 
development 
The attractive curve indicates an area in which the customer is more 
satisfied when the product, service or process is more functional but is not 
dissatisfied when the product, service, or process is less functional. These 
types of requirement are neither explicitly expressed nor expected by the 
customer. Therefore, even if they are not met, they will not cause any 
dissatisfaction. They merely represent unexpected surprises that will be 
pleasing to customers if present. 
I believe that the Kano model is a valuable tool to quantify requirements of 
a service from a user-centered perspective and uniframing of service 
redesign, is also comparable and compatible to Kano needs satisfaction 
diagram. It means Kano model confirms this research proposal, service 
uniframe. 
According to Kano model, basic and performance needs as one 
dimensional requirements and as must be are equal with the enforcements 
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in the term of service uniframe and tolerance solutions for excitement 
needs raise or delighting the customer satisfaction strongly. Moreover as it 
mentioned in the Kano diagram, every redundancy service dysfunctional 
leads to dissatisfaction in customer so it should be avoid as non value-
added service activities or prevention in term of service unifram. 
 
 
Figure 12. Compatibility of Kano model and Service Uniframe elements 
 
In the hierarchical progress from product to service experience, the 
functions transform from practical and physical state to emotional and 
mental state. Services are intangible and service experiences are just 
mentally perceptible. Of course every services have physical setting and 
specific practical function. But when we talk about the quality of a service, 
we usually do not mean the physical function of that service. But mostly 
we mean the quality of experience that is arose by the certain service. It 
means in ideal service the customer perceived-value is not only functional, 
but emotional values are significant and play an important role in the 
service customer satisfaction as well. 
For example, in the transportation service, the main practical function is to 
move of people and to transfer them from one point as origin to another 
point as destination. But, form view point of service quality what is 
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important in the transportation service field, probably refers to something 
else, such as passengers convenience, vehicle facilities, entertainment 
during the travel, resting possibility in the vehicle during the trip and so on. 
Figure 13. Same function Vs. different experience 
 
Or in another example, all of us tried the elevator. The practical goal of an 
elevator function is going up from down floor or going down from top 
floor in a building. But what changes this ordinary function in to an 
attractive experience inside the transparent cabin is to let people to watch 
outside landscapes as an observatory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. The transparent elevator cabin arises different user experience 
from common one  
 
So we can equate the quality of a service with quality of user experience 
that arises by that service. Therefor the essence of service is user 
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experiences and to improve the quality of a service it should be increased 
the quality of that service experience. In other word, due to user-center 
attribution of service design, the essences of service, is to create an 
experience for customer. What we call it user experience in term of design. 
This experience forms during service process. Each user action is a sub-
experience. It means service user experience configures from user actions 
during service process. Therefor every user action in the service process 
can be consider as a sub-experience of overall service customer experience.	  
Figure 15. Service customer experience is figured during service user 
actions. 
 
However, according to system thinking approach, The process in the 
system is any transformation that converts input to output, in the case of 
entrepreneurship, and from the standpoint of business generation, the 
purpose of service process is not just to convert input to output, but to add 
value during the service process. 
Service customer expects service to extract the value not only as service 
outcome but also meanwhile service process. Hence, in the ideal service, 
customer will encounter dual perceived value: 
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Figure 16. Schematic of Dual Customer Perceived-Value in service 
customer experience 
 
First the value, which is obtained while the customer, experiences service 
journey during service process and it leads to initial service customer 
satisfaction. Second perceived-value, is the consequence of gaining final 
utility from outcome of service function and it leads to inherent customer 
satisfaction. 
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Chapter 3. Simulation of “Service Uniframe” as Service 
Redesign Prototyping 
3.1. Service Redesign Process 
Redesign is triggered as a task whenever the verify subtask shows that the 
proposed design falls short of the desired, either because some of the 
desired functions are not realized or because some of the behaviors are 
undesirable. 
Once the proposed design has been modified, the verify-redesign cycle is 
repeated if the design is getting closer to the desired one, or a different 
candidate design is sought from the propose subtask. Designers are 
particularly concerned with redesign problem solving when the verify 
subtask finds an undesirable consequence.  
 
3.1.1 Service Redesign Problem Definition 
In general terms, process of service redesign is an approach to mapping, 
reviewing and improving the customer journey to meet demand and ensure 
that service function is occurred more safe, effective and efficient [1].  
In the environment of services, due to the subject is abstract, at the early 
stages of process of service redesign, the problem is still vague and unclear 
and it seems to even in the problem definition phase designer needs to 
make the problem statement more tangible. They need to concrete design 
brief to summarize problem information in a certain framework to 
demonstrate it in the overall look. What service designers require in this 
step is a comprehensive description about the context of problem in which 
the available situation is obviously described. They need to build and 
represent their own imagination/mental model around the core of problem. 
Hence the primary prototyping of the essence of problem statement can be 
helpful in the early step of problem definition. Such a concreted definition 
of intangible service problem will be helpful especially when designer need 
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to realize the core of service problem. Demonstrating what they imagine in 
their mind about the user actions, designers can substantiate overall 
perspective of the current situation. It can be useful for design team as well 
to have a shared understanding around the original issue.  
Rogers states that “the problem seems to be the gap between the demands 
of doing design and the way theory is conceptualized” [2]. The literature 
defines “problem” as the gap between the existing state and the desired 
state [3] and “problem-solving” as a set of rational activities to reduce or 
eliminate this gap [4]. The implication, from the perspective of problem 
solving, is that how the “desired” state is defined will set the course for the 
problem investigation. Since “problem-solving framing naturally fosters 
identification of new interpretations of the situation” [5], this framing is 
bound to influence problem- solving outcomes. 
 
Diagram 1 demonstrates a proposal corrective process for redesigning an 
available service. The improvement in such a redesigning process is 
feasible through change in actions which user is doing during service 
providing process.  
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Figure 1. Service Re-design Process 
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This model observes the service process as a collection of service 
sequences that they altogether establish the service user experience. Each 
service sequence can be considered as a frame of a service and a significant 
set of service frame make a service uniframe. Therefore the variable 
parameter of improvement in this model is the service user actions. Service 
designers can utilize such a model to generate successful problem-solving 
response to the service redesign problems as those that eliminate 
weaknesses of the available service and make positive changes in the its 
current condition. It is definitely important to make the benefit of the 
current user actions/process (service function) clear and also it should be 
recognize that how this benefit will obtain. But in other side, the critical 
step in the process of service redesign problem definition is often to check 
where the weak point are in the current situation of service process, what 
must not to be (what we know as waste activity and we call it “problem”) 
and finally it must be identify to which activity(s) is/are problematical.  
In other word what is involved in making it a problem. The specification of 
the redesign problem in the current service providing process, includes the 
recognizing what is preventing the resolution of the present issue, or 
understanding what a new issue is arising from. In this way, designers 
concomitantly make a simplification vision toward the existing problematic 
situation. In such a general view to the problem, they must skip some detail 
and omit redundancies in order to make a pure mental model of current 
status (problem statement). Moreover they already need a unique point for 
this problem statement - the indicator that is basis of such descriptive 
abstraction. In this approach, the exclusive unique point for describing the 
existing status is the “customer perceived-value”. Customer perceived-
value is a quality related concept that indicates that accomplishment of a 
product or service is largely depended on customers feel sure of the truth of 
whether product or service can meet their expectations, needs or desires 
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[6]. 
Due to the abstract nature of service design, to simulate a service, designers 
need to a mental model about the real problem. However the problem 
description is more problematic in service design area, it is also a challenge 
in the other field of design yet. There have been many efforts in the design 
sciences to create formal languages for describing design problem [7], and 
there have been modest successes in narrow domains of design related field 
[8]. There are several attempts to create informal functional languages for 
the illumination of design problem as well [7]. These methods include 
some visual languages and diagrams [9]. Some methods of description of 
design problem, prescribe a standard vocabulary for simulation too, while 
others rely on designer to devise their own [10]. In this research, to 
simulate the problem description in service redesign pattern, it will be 
inspired from the idea of “Uniframe”. This word was coined by Professor 
Marvin Minsky(1985). Minsky, the cofounder of artificial intelligence, 
devised the metaphor of uniframe as a way to understand how the mind 
creates generalizations [11]. 
The design problem can be abstractly characterized as a constrained 
function-to-structure mapping. According to Minsky’s Theory of Memory, 
this mapping is not the solution to a problem, but it is the way to think how 
to find the solution. The solution is that we need to combine at least two 
different kinds of descriptions. On one side, we need functional 
descriptions in order to know what we want. On the other side we need 
structural descriptions for imagination of how we do it.  
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The design task takes as input the specifications of the desired functions of 
a service and the constraints on the design, and it produces as output a 
specification of a structure that realizes the desired functions and satisfies 
the constraints.  
Figure 2. Mapping between Function & Structure in design Process 
 
One way to analyze a complex task such as design is to identify the 
methods that can be applied to the task, the knowledge and control that 
these methods require, and the subtasks generated by them. This analysis 
produces a task structure [12], i.e., a task-subtask decomposition of the 
problem, along with a specification of the knowledge required for each of 
the subtasks. For a given task in this task structure, the choice of the 
method can depend on the knowledge available to the problem solver and 
the computational efficiency of finding the solution by various methods 
applicable to the task. 
Every service user experience can be summarized in a main intent and a set 
of marginal activities which are performed by the user in order to achieve 
that main intent as service function. For instance, in a banking service, 
customer wouldn’t like to get in line or even to learn how to interact with 
ATM machine. However the customer just would like to cash money from 
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ATM, but in order to cash money, he/she should find an ATM, queue, 
carry the cash card with himself/herself, remember his/her security codes, 
enters it into machine and so forth. 
 
Figure 3. Main intent and set of mandatory marginal activities in ATM 
service user experience 
 
Our initial objective in creating a service prototype tool identifying every 
action required to represent a specific designed service is to sort these 
actions into tow categories: First, service enforcements, which are exactly 
what the end user wants (to be done) and actually create value as perceived 
by the customer. Lets call them “service enforcement”. Second, those 
which create no value. Because the ideal service must to avoid non-value 
added activities, lets to this second category of user actions “Debarments”. 
The debarments can itself be divided into tow types: First, those which 
create no value but they are currently required to fulfill the service. Another 
type is what the customer wouldn’t like to do them; those waste stages 
which don’t create value as perceived by customer and so they can be 
eliminated immediately.  
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Figure 4. “Service Uniframe” as a pattern simplifies a service based unique 
point of “value creation” 
 
Using such a simple diagram, service designers can easily simplify and 
represent the problem statement from the certain point of view. They can 
also redefine the problem statement in different point of view through 
supposing every non-valuable action as “prevention”. Then, in the next step 
service designers strive to creatively generate alternatives which can be 
replaced with non-valuable actions to improve them from the state of 
prevention to the valuable actions (enforcement state) or fulfillment state. 
This should be effect only on non-valuable actions and according to what 
Minsky defines as “tolerance”, it should be neutral of valuable actions.  
A service mental model describes the way in which an organization would 
like to have its service perceived by its customers, employees, shareholders 
and lenders. The emotional aspects of user experience are just what the 
term implies [13]. Users are no longer satisfied with efficiency and 
effectiveness; they are also looking for emotional satisfaction of user 
experience [14]. Every service user experience can be epitomized in a main 
intent and a set of marginal activities that are performed by the user in 
order to achieve that main intent.  
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Figure 5. Service user experience forms during user actions 
 
In practice, exempting final service function, most of other mentioned 
marginal service actions are useless and inconvenient in customer 
perspective. As it has been shown in the below library service example, 
among all of the user actions, there is just one favorite which has been 
indicated by green. 
The successful service needs to deliver what the customer wants 
efficiently. It means it is necessary for a good service to offer more desired 
experiences in exchange for least undesired required activity. This paper 
proposed model points out that in each user action of current service 
process, whether customers feel it as a useful or useless based on their main 
intend. This method provide a prototyping tool for designers to figure out 
the core of service design problem by define it in the general framework 
from the lens of customer. According to this tool, first of all, the user 
activities in the existing status are enumerated. Depending on the problem 
definition which designer is seeking its solution, these actions can be 
expressed in summary or they can be elaborated in more detail. After 
specification of the user activities, each action should be identified whether 
it satisfies the customer or not. In other word for each activity, it should be 
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determined if the action is just what the customer really wants it or he/she 
doesn’t want it, likes it or dislikes it, enjoy it or prefers to skip it.  The way 
of identifying this waste is to ask the simple heuristic question: ‘Is the 
output of this process stage what the customer actually wants?’[15]. In 
other word, by and large, is it “pain” or “gain” from the standpoint of end 
user? The pains are all activities that directly create value which are 
perceived by the customer. In other side the from the user viewpoint the 
gains are all activities that don’t create value and customers perceive them 
as waste, anything that customer prefers to be omitted and eliminated. In 
case of high useless activities in the service user experience, the customer 
inevitably has to suffer a lot of “pains” in order to “gains” what he/she pay 
for it.  
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3.1.2. Service Redesign Solution 
Solutions to the redesign problem can be corrective, or compensatory, or 
some combination of the two. The re-designer may diagnose and repair the 
structural fault responsible for an undesirable behavior, or it may propose 
additional structures that can compensate for the undesirable behavior. In 
general, if isolating the structural fault responsible for an undesirable 
behavior or fully correcting it is not feasible, or is computationally too 
expensive, then the re-designer may devise a compensatory solution to the 
problem.  
The method of correcting an undesirable behavior further decomposes the 
redesign task into two subtasks: diagnosis and repair. The diagnosis 
subtask takes the proposed structure and its undesirable behaviors as input, 
and gives the structural causes for the undesirable behaviors as the output. 
The repair subtask of redesign takes the desired functions, the proposed 
structure, the undesirable behaviors and their structural causes as input, and 
produces as output a modified structure that realizes the desired functions 
without the undesirable behavior. The diagnosis subtask can be performed 
by a variety of methods ranging from associative mapping of behavior to 
structure to techniques based on simulation of behavior from structure. 
If we look with the designers’ glass then we can consider these pains as 
opportunities of improvement through removing each pain or change it 
with a gain - an alternative value-perceived activity. The alternative option 
is proposed by service designer because there is a deviation from the norm 
in some aspects of the service process, which need to be modified.  
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Figure 6. Schematic visualization of “Service Uniframe”  
as a framework for service redesign pattern 
 
To simulate this tool, it is proposed to utilize color code visualization or 
use colorful stickers in which green is indicator of demand situations, red is 
indicator of pain situation and blue is the alternative or the indicator of 
what should be done by client to obtain demand target. 
The successful alternative, as a solution, usually is another user action that 
is useful from the vision of customer. Otherwise it can be a less harmful 
action than what user currently has to do. However sometimes the 
corrective alternative is elimination of the useless user action by replacing 
useless user action with the virtual solution. In these cases, there is no any 
physical alternative action for the current useless user action, but a given 
task would be accomplished in other ways. For example a useless “go 
to…” user action may remove from the service process and the “web 
based” user action can be replaced instead of it. This solution will surpass 
the user experience more matched than the initial condition or even 
optimize it. 
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3.1.3. Service Redesign Context of Problem 
Another important point is that service uniframe as a describing, 
prototyping and representing tool just help to designer to simulate the 
problem which designers define by themselves based on the context of 
problem. For example in the below service uniframing of amazon service: 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Amazon Service can be defined in the specific context in which 
service customer would not like to go to store for shopping. 
 
based on the context of problem, the designer’s default about the problem 
was that “going to store” is a “pain” or “non value-added” option from the 
lens of service customer. But if we change the mind a bout the context of 
problem and designer looks from another customer perspective, some 
people to buy something prefer to go to store by themselves. In fact, they 
enjoy shopping process. So, “going to store” is not a non value-added for 
some people (specially ladies!) and according to this recent context of 
problem, “going to store” is not a “pain” but it is a favorite “gain”.  
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Figure 7. The service redesign solution differs whether the context of 
serviced redesign problem is changed. 
 
Therefor the important pion is each problem is defined based on its 
“context” and this context can differ not only from one case to another, but 
also it can differ in a same case in different situation. 
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3.2. Visualization of service redesign prototyping through 
“Service Uniframe” 
Visualization is important in every fields of design. It is much more 
important in service representation as well. Because service is already 
abstract. To compound the abstraction dilutes tangibility that the 
prototyping is trying to enhance [16].  
Having an overall insight toward a service at early stages of design process, 
designers can’t only rely on mentally imagine it in their mind. On the 
contrary, they need to make it more concrete by visualization.  
Due to the abstract nature of service design, to simulate a service, designers 
need to a mental model about the real problem. However the problem 
description is more problematic in service design area, it is also a challenge 
in the other field of design yet. There have been many efforts in the design 
sciences to create formal languages for describing design problem [17], and 
there have been modest successes in narrow domains of design related field 
[18]. There are several attempts to create informal functional languages for 
the illumination of design problem as well [17]. These methods include 
some visual languages and diagrams. Some methods of description of 
design problem, prescribe a standard vocabulary for simulation too, while 
others rely on designer to devise their own [19]. In this research, to 
simulate the problem description in service redesign pattern, it will be 
inspired from the idea of “Uni-frame”.  
To demonstrate how to use service uniframe as a prototyping tool to model 
and simulate a service improvement, At the first step, all the user activities 
in the existing service process which are necessary to be done by customer 
to obtain the service outcome or service function should be listed one by 
one. Lets to do it about an example- library service: 
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① Go to Library 
② Find a free computer 
③ Search for your book 
④ Find your book shelve 
⑤ Look for your book in the shelve 
⑥ Find your book 
⑦ Register book in the System 
⑧ Borrow the book for 3 weeks 
 
Then user actions in a certain service process divide into two groups of 
Value-added activities, & Non Value-added activities based on customer 
point of view.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The valuation of Service user actions 
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Valuation of each user activity should be specified according to users 
feedback. These feedbacks already obtained by service customer 
satisfaction survey scoring methods. There are a lot of methods and tools 
for delight assessment in service client and measurement of customer 
loyalty. The methods such as: 
 
• Interview 
• Task Analysis 
• Customer Satisfaction (CSAT) 
• Net Promoter Score (NPS 
• Customer Effort Score (CES)  
• Customer Shadowing 
• … 
 
are various types of customer satisfaction feedback metrics that can gather 
some data about costumer loyalty and their satisfaction for service 
managers and designers.  
 
 
Figure 8. Even Customer Effort Score (CES) make it possible for business developer to 
concretely measure how much effort customers has to put forward to handle their 
request in getting their issues solved. But these methods never determine which part of 
service process leads to this effort and inconvenience form customer viewpoint. 
Moreover designers may not yet to concrete the ambiguous imagination toward the 
source of incommodity to concentrate on it for redesign [20]. 
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We can utilize visualization tools like colorful coding or stickers to specify 
the valuable user actions and the wasteful user actions in the service 
process.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Representation of current status of a library service: Useful and 
the useless actions from the lens of customer are respectively specified by 
differentiation green and red stickers. 
 
Now we have an overview toward consequence of customer activities. 
Moreover we can obviously distinguish between pain and gain in the 
service process. Each weak point in the service process is an opportunity 
for improvement and should be considered as a service redesign problem. 
The final step to complete a service uniframe is to demonstration of service 
solution. This should be done in a way that obviously be clear which of the 
preventions will be replaced with the new option of service solution. 
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Figure 10. An example of Service Redesign Uniframe 
for improvement of a library service  
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Lets to make the simulation method more clearly by making another 
example of prototyping via service uniframing. To use the usual service of 
coffee shops, you have to go outside of your home, find a nearest coffee 
shop, wait in the customers’ line, order your drink and pay its price, an 
finally receive the service function of coffee shop: a cup of coffee.  
 
Figure 11. An example of Service Redesign Uniframe 
for improvement of a Coffee Shop 
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Of course, through this service process you have got what you want but 
your experience about the user activities in this service process, doesn’t 
meet your satisfaction. So the dissatisfied user action should be 
highlighted.  
Figure 12. An example of Uniframing of  
Service Redesign Problem Statement 
 
Then, the solution, in this instance: the pre-order & pay application, as 
tolerance of this service uniframing would be replaced with the 
preventions.  
Figure 13. An example of Uniframing of  
Service Redesign Solution 
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Hence service uniframe is applied in this way for redesigning coffee shop 
service. 
With such a universalization prototype, designers have an easy 
understandable representing model to simply find out the current critical 
points which should address them. The priority is to generate ideas to 
remove preventions or replace them with a useful action; Then, to create 
new options instead of current tolerances. And finally to develop the 
enforcement in order to customer can earn more value than exist demand 
target. In addition, utilizing this prototyping tool designers can easily 
compare services too. 
 
 
Figure 14. Comparing two design types of fast food service 
 
Following, in the next pages I visualized the service problem statement and 
also the service redesign solution of a numbers of successful service 
business model of some service firms in different context. Using service 
uniframe for simulation and visualization of these services, it is more 
facilitate for service manager and service developer to improve current 
problematic situation through redesigning the critical point of debarments 
(prevention) in the certain service uniframe through elimination of non 
value- added user action or suggest an alternative solution instead of it 
(tolerance).  
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Figure 15. Service Uniframe of Japanese style restaurant with oven style 
table by which customer contributes in the creation of cocking service 
experience. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Service Uniframe of new service business generation  
of “Lego” toys production company 
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Figure 17. Service Uniframe of an iPhone application for taking panorama 
photography. 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Service Uniframe of new service business model of  
an automobile sharing firm 
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Figure 19. Service Uniframe of new service business model of  
remote health care service and medical system using information 
technology (Tele-medicine) 
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4.  
“Service Uniframe” 
As Service Redesign Pattern 
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During the proposing “Service Uniframe as a prototyping tool for designers 
to represent service redesigning, and after to define, simulate and verify 
this proposed prototyping tool for representation of service redesign, I 
discovers some similarity between many service redesign problem and 
their successful proposed solution.  
Therefore the next proposal of this research is to utilize service uniframe as 
a stereotype of service problem accompany with its standard solution 
which is integrated in the pattern for redesigning services (service 
improvement). According to this definition, service redesign patterns are 
reusable solutions to recurring problems that occur during new service 
development. Service redesign patterns are made by experienced service 
designers and allow every other less experienced beginner service designer 
to act as an expert. Having knowledge about other designers’ successful 
experiences of redesigning of services, gives service designers a variety of 
wisdom. As service designers gain such an insight, they identify the 
similitude of new problems to problems other designers have solved 
before. According to design pattern theory of Alexander, the solutions for 
similar problems in the same context of problem follow recurring patterns. 
With knowledge of these patterns, service designers can distinguish the 
situations to which patterns apply, at once use the prepared standard 
solution without having to spend much time for analysis of the problem to 
solve it. 
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4.1. Literature Review of Design Pattern 
In the late 1960s Christopher Alexander and his colleagues commenced a 
search in architecture for studying how users interacted with physical 
spaces. They published a series of books describing this new method. In the 
1977 the concept of pattern was coined by the Dr. Christopher Alexander 
in the field of architecture by issuing “A Pattern Language” book and soon 
this idea had been adapted for various other disciplines such as 
entrepreneurship [1], systematic innovation [2], software engineering and 
computer science [3]. 
With philosophy and writing of soaring beauty, Alexander posits that our 
lives consist mainly of patterns of events, and that architecture which 
supports these patterns helps us feel more "alive" or "whole." He says, "A 
pattern language is really nothing more than a precise way of describing 
someone’s experience of a building." [4].  
Alexander documented his observations in a framework called "design 
patterns" which summarize the context of a problem and its solution. A 
design pattern is a formal way of documenting a solution to a design 
problem in a particular field of expertise. The common definition of a 
pattern is “A solution to a problem in a context”. Each pattern describes a 
problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then 
describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you 
can use this solution a million times over without ever doing it the same 
way twice [4].  
For example, one design pattern, "Opening to the Street," is illustrated with 
a photograph and begins with the essence of the pattern: "The site of action 
is an incentive for action. When people can see into spaces from the street 
their world is enlarged and made richer, there is more understanding; and 
there is the possibility for communication, learning." Notice his description 
focuses on the human experience. Next is a detailed elaboration of this 
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scenario, including a report of his observations and other architectural 
references. The pattern continues with a solution: "In any public space 
which depends for its success on its exposure to the street, open it up, with 
a fully opening wall which can be thrown wide open, and if it is possible, 
include some part of the activity on the far side of the pedestrian path, so 
that it actually straddles the path, and people walk through it as they walk 
along the path..." He concludes the pat- tern with a line drawing and a list 
of related patterns. 
When writing his patterns, Alexander carefully selected the level of 
abstraction. The patterns are concrete enough to use as rules of thumb with 
good results, and yet are sufficiently abstract to apply to countless 
situations, with an almost infinite variety of results. 
A group of related design patterns are referred to as a "pattern language." 
The particular pattern language Alexander wrote spans the entire scale of 
architecture, from "Agricultural Valleys" to "Street Cafes" to 
"Alcoves."[4]. But this language is only one example; his hope is that every 
living society and to some extent every individual will identify their own 
pattern language and use it to design their environment. 
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4.1.1. Pattern Languages  in Computer Science 
The concept of pattern languages crossed over to the computer science 
field not via user interface designers but actually through the efforts of the 
programming community. The method of documenting invariant problems 
paired with their corresponding solutions was a convenient way to express 
repeating programming techniques. Additionally, the concept of 
associating these patterns in the hierarchical structure of a pattern language 
translated into interesting parallels for object-oriented software design. The 
most notable expression of design patterns in the software field is the 
landmark book, Design Patterns, by Gamma et al. 
James Coplien of Bell Laboratories comments, "Focusing on objects had 
caused us to lose the system perspective. Preoccupation with design 
method had caused us to lose the human perspective. The curious parallels 
between Alexander’s world of buildings and our world of soft- ware 
construction helped the ideas to take root and thrive in grassroots pro- gram 
min g com muni ties worldwide. The pattern discipline has become one of 
the most widely applied and important ideas of the past decade in software 
architecture and design"[5]. 
Based on James Reffell, a design pattern is a repeatable design solution, 
that’s been tested, reviewed, and verified [6].  
According to the curator of the Yahoo! Design Pattern Library, Christian 
Crumlish, a pattern describes an optional solution to a common problem 
within a specific context [7]. 
The software community started a series of Pattern Languages of 
Programming conferences to further creation and use of design patterns [8]. 
It was in these conferences that design patterns were first created for 
interaction design [9]. 
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4.1.2. Design Pattern  for Interaction Design   
There is a small, active community of interaction designers around the 
world currently creating design patterns and experimenting with their use. 
An example is Common Ground, a user interface pattern language created 
by Jenifer Tidwell at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She 
believes that design patterns describe best practices in design [10]. Here is 
a summary of one of her patterns: Pointer Shows Affordance 
Examples: 
• Finger pointer over a hyperlink, especially pictorial links 
• Buttons whose borders change when you point to them 
Context: The artifact contains a pointer, or "virtual fingertip" (mouse or 
pen point, for instance) that is the focal point for the user’s interaction with 
the artifact. 
Problem: How can the artifact indicate that an entity represents an action 
that the user may take? 
Forces: Static affordances aren’t always enough to indicate the presence of 
a manipulatable control, especially when space is tight or when an esthetic 
design is of paramount importance. 
Solution: Change the affordance of the thing as the pointer moves over it. 
This can be done by changing the pointer to communicate what action can 
be performed or by changing the artifact to make it stand out perceptually... 
Tidwell concludes this pattern with the resulting context, an illustration, 
references to related patterns in her language, and examples of well-known 
interface designs. This pattern contributes to a pattern language spanning 
all of user inter- face design, including patterns such as "Background 
Posture," "Status Display," and "Progress Indicator."  
This pattern language shows consistency with Alexander’s ideas in several 
ways: the focus on human interaction, the format that includes a problem, 
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context, and solution, and the composition of a language describing human 
behavior within an environment. Additionally, the level of abstraction 
enables designers to use this design pattern repeatedly while never 
duplicating the details of implementation. 
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4.1.3. TRIZ; A Powerful Methodology for Creative Problem Solving   
"TRIZ" is the (Russian) acronym for the "Theory of Inventive Problem 
Solving." G.S. Altshuller and his associates in the former USSR developed 
the method between 1946 and 1985. Nowadays TRIZ is an international 
science of creativity that relies on the study of the patterns of problems and 
solutions, not on the spontaneous and intuitive creativity of individuals or 
groups. More than three million patents have been analyzed to discover the 
patterns that predict breakthrough solutions to problems, and these have 
been codified within TRIZ. 
TRIZ is spreading into corporate use across several parallel paths – it is 
increasingly common in Six Sigma processes, in project management and 
risk management systems, and in organizational innovation initiatives. 
TRIZ research began with the hypothesis that there are universal principles 
of creativity that are the basis for creative innovations, and that advance 
technology. The idea was that if these principles could be identified and 
codified, they could be taught to people to make the process of creativity 
more predictable.  
Much of the practice of TRIZ consists of learning these repeating patterns 
of problems-solutions, patterns of technical evolution and methods of using 
scientific effects, and then applying the general TRIZ patterns to the 
specific situation that confronts the developer. The same patterns are 
repeated in the evaluation of systems. These patterns can be used for the 
further development of the system [11].  
An important achievement of TRIZ is that this systematic approach of 
problem solving give us a discovering mechanisms which help us to 
transform an ill-defined initial problem situation to a solution by solving an 
inventive problem at abstract level thus drastically reducing solution search 
space by directly navigating to the area of most relevant solutions. Such 
approach helps to re-use previous experience available as a collection of 
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high-order solution patterns and reduces time and efforts needed to solve 
an innovative problem.  
Instead of directly jumping to a solution, TRIZ offers a range of problem 
pattern. Building specific problem model, and apply a relevant pattern of a 
solution from the TRIZ databases to identify possible solution directions, it 
may acquire more effective way to solve problem and it leads to potentially 
enrich the solution. Below figure, describes this process graphically: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Utilizing re-use available previous experience as a collection of 
high-order solution patterns, reduces time and efforts needed to solve an 
innovative problem. 
 
Here, you take the specific problem you face, and generalize it to one of the 
TRIZ general problems. From the TRIZ general problems, you identify the 
TRIZ solutions to those general problems, and then see how these can be 
applied to the specific problem you face. 
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4.2. Proposal: Service Uniframe As Platform for Service Redesign 
Pattern 
Service redesign problems quite often follow numbers of known issues. 
These known issues are raised from the experiences of designers in 
different cases of service design.   
Notwithstanding that services are various and diverse, most of problems 
are often repeating in the service environment. The problems like: waiting 
time and bored costumer, lack of alternatives and options to choose by 
customer as choice, time deficiency to do something or need to do that 
without physically attendance, and so on. 
I simulate the user activity process of more than 26 service companies/ 
firms /organizations through my proposed service redesign prototyping tool 
- service uniframe. While I was prototyping these successful service 
improvement, and during the process of uniframing services’ customer 
actions, I found that there is plenty of similarity between the solutions for 
the certain problems in the several successful service organizations. It mans 
many service design problems frequently repeat in the same context but in 
different cases and situations. Therefor, their service design solutions in the 
same context would be mostly similar. 
Actually, based on my experimental simulations, and based on inductive 
reasoning, I found that this is a fact in service design environment, that 
oftentimes, we encounter iterative situation in which it seems as though 
somebody in someplace has already solved this problem or one very 
similar to it! In that case we do not need to invent the wheel again! Instead, 
we can easily utilize that ready solution which has been already applied in 
similar context to solve same or similar problem before.  
A pattern in design presents a systematic approach for understanding and 
defining challenging problems. Problems require an inventive solution, and 
patterns provide a range of strategies to facilitate finding these inventive 
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solutions by embodiment of problem, and it solution in the given context. 
A design pattern is a prototype of a single abstract format includes these 
three elements (design problem, design solution and design context), which 
involve a lot of examples. 
In fact, when we ignore the differentiation of service solutions for service 
problem in the similar context, we clearly observe that many invariant 
problem are frequently appeared in given context, and in other side, plenty 
of   solutions are iteratively repeated to solve that service problem. 
Therefore whether we summarize service design problem and service 
design solution in an abstract format, we earn universal service design 
problem that resemble to many service problematic situations. On the other 
hand we obtain universal service design solution that is able to extract our 
solution from it. 
 
Figure 2. Prism of Design Pattern Paradigm 
 
Because a lot of problems and solutions are repeated across services, what 
designers can do to facilitate service planning is just to distinguish the 
proper pattern and then to adapt particular problem to universal problem, 
and finally to inspire the casual solution using universal solution. 
If we accept that it is possible to recognize and describe a good service 
design, then we should be able to identify what makes service designs good 
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and what makes design bad. But the designed services can’t be separated 
from the problem they are trying to solve. Therefore to identify and 
describe the consistency of quality in service design, we have to look at 
different services that have been designed to solve the same problem. In 
other hand, by narrowing our focus in this way and looking at services that 
solve similar problems, we will discern similarities between them and also 
between their service design solutions that are high quality.  
An important aspect of design patterns is to identify and document the key 
ideas that make a good design different from a poor design and to assist in 
the design of future systems. The idea expressed in a pattern should be 
general enough to be applied in very different systems within its context, 
but still specific enough to give constructive guidance. Still, the problems 
and solutions described in a pattern can vary in their level of abstraction 
and generality on the one side, and specificity on the other side. In the end 
this depends on the author's preferences. However, even a very abstract 
pattern will usually contain examples that are, by nature, absolutely 
concrete and specific. Knowledge of the patterns that have worked in the 
past allows a designer to be more productive and the resulting designs to be 
more flexible and reusable. The most efficient way to solve a problem is to 
already know how to solve it. Then one can avoid search entirely. 
Experienced designers reuse solutions that have worked in the past.  
This research, after to define, simulate and verify the prototyping tool for 
representation of service redesign, it discover some similarity between 
many service redesign problem and their successful proposed solution. 
Therefore the next proposal of this research is to utilize service uniframe as 
a stereotype of service problem accompany with its standard solution 
which is integrated in the pattern for redesigning services (service 
improvement).  
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According to this definition, “service uniframes”, this time as service 
redesign patterns are reusable solutions to recurring problems that occur 
during new service development. Service redesign patterns are made by 
experienced service designers and allow every other less experienced 
beginner service designer to act as an expert. Having knowledge about 
other designers’ successful experiences of redesigning of services, gives 
service designers a variety of wisdom. As service designers gain such an 
insight, they identify the similitude of new problems to problems other 
designers have solved before. According to design pattern theory of 
Alexander, the solutions for similar problems in the same context of 
problem follow recurring patterns. With knowledge of these patterns, 
service designers can distinguish the situations to which patterns apply, at 
once use the prepared standard solution without having to spend much time 
for analysis of the problem to solve it. 
Hereunder, some example of these patterns about solving the problem of 
“customer waste time” in the “waiting-included services” will be explained 
in the restaurant service case study: 
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4.3. Case study; uniframe of "waiting included" service  
Many services involve a kind of waiting experience for customers. 
Standing in queues, delaying in stations or airports, looking forward to 
receive a consignment, expecting to a process be completed or something 
be done and so forth. The waiting time as a significant problem appears to 
influence the overall quality of a service and typically is an unpleasant 
experience and hence, people’s retrospective evaluation of the service is 
negatively related to the duration of the wait.  
In the following we are going to prototype the food services (as a quotidian 
waiting time sample) in the “uniframe” pattern. 
 
4.3.1. Removing/shortening the waiting times in the service design 
An important factor that will affect customer appraisal of the wait is the 
length of wait. Therefor the first priority to solve the waiting time issue in 
each service is to attempt to counteract time of waiting by shortening or 
even removing the real waste time (objective waiting time).  
Taking the strategy of flexible capacity and extending it during the period 
of peak demand are usual in this respect. Adding more employees, facilities 
and equipment, are the samples of management solutions for minimizing 
delay during the service delivery. But from the viewpoint of design, 
another approach to extirpate the waste time in preparing a service for 
customer is to design service according to the age of information 
technology; Utilizing techniques to control the demand using reservation or 
internet-based preorder a service by clients through the service provider 
website or via its smartphone application. 
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Figure 6. “Distraction” pattern as a solution for problem of the waiting time 
in the restaurant service uniframe. 
 
4.3.2. Making waiting time as endurable as possible 
However it is not always feasible to more reduce objective time of waiting, 
when the demand and capacity can’t be matched, or because of lack of 
control over the queuing situation or due to cost considerations. In this 
case, when objective waiting time can not be shortened, the alternative 
approach is to find ways to make time pass as quickly and pleasantly as 
possible. Making waiting time more tolerable customers feel less burden 
and can endure it easier. To this end, it is essential to provide a special 
place for waiting, and doubly essential that this place not have sordid, 
enclosed, time-slowed character of ordinary waiting room [19]. Pruyn and 
Smidts (1993) found that an attractive waiting environment directly and 
positively influences satisfaction with the service [20]. This proves that 
decoration and interior design can play an important role in the field of 
service design to increase tolerance threshold of customer toward delay to 
delivery of service. Specific mental stimuli, such as television, can be 
purposely positioned into the waiting environment to distract customer 
attention from waiting process. Explicit distracters in the waiting 
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environment are supposed to affect the cognitive timer (internal clock) by 
means of distracting the attention from the passage of time itself [21]. This 
trick lead to customers perceive the waiting time less than what actually 
spend. 
 
 
Figure 7. “Distraction” pattern as a solution for problem of the waiting time 
in the restaurant service uniframe. 
 
4.3.3. Replacing waiting time with desirable event 
Notwithstanding situations that make the waiting positive and more 
durable, the duration in when the customers can be patient toward waiting 
time is limited. Therefor if waiting time exceeds the patience threshold of 
the customers, in parallel with the facilities for waiting time, service should 
pay attention to desirable experiences as well. Replacing waiting time with 
something else that perhaps is fun or more bearable will make customers 
become more patient [22]. According to this service design prescripts, 
nowadays many service companies use some ways to make customers have 
more patient, such as let them sit in the bar and order something, or offer 
customers a cup of drink while they are waiting.  
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Figure 8. “Presentation” pattern as a solution for problem of the waiting 
time in the restaurant service uniframe. 
 
 
Figure 9. When the ordered service is proceeding in front of their eyes, 
customers feel less time passing and even enjoy. 
 
4.3.3.1.  Making backstage activities lively and visible 
Commonly it is interesting for client to watch the backstage actions and 
sometime it is possible. In these cases, instead of putting extra attractive 
elements, the service itself can be designed in the way in which the 
customer are involved in the process of service preparing - at least as a 
viewer- rather than they just wait for service delivery. It can also 
accompany with some amusing embellishment. Customers feel less time 
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passing and even enjoy whenever their ordered service is proceeding in 
front of their eyes. For example it can be so attractive for the customers of 
a restaurant to watch the process of food catering rather than they sit and 
look forward waiter to serve their order. 
 
 
Figure 10. “Customization” as a pattern for problem of the waiting time in 
the restaurant service uniframe. 
 
4.3.3.2. Enter the customer in the service process 
In the concept of service, the value is viewed as something that can be built 
into a service in partnership with other stakeholders. The customer’s role in 
such service “customization” is usually restricted to the end of the service 
creation phase and involves making suggestions for incremental changes to 
an almost complete service provision. In other word, the customer is 
usually cast in the reactive role of responding to options being posed by the 
service provider. So in the example of restaurant, the customers are 
interfered with the process of food preparation by choosing ingredient or 
self-service buffet. It is advantageous not only as a pleasure user 
experience but also for the purpose of user distraction toward waiting time. 
4.3.3. 3. Putting the customer at the center of service  
Having everyone involved in customer service helps create a better 
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customer experience. It can be consider as the notion of co-creation. Co-
creation is one of the foundational premise of the service-dominant logic 
[23]. Customer are viewed here as associate participant seeking solution to 
the problems in collaboration with service providers. The difference 
between “co-creation” and “customization” lies in the degree of 
involvement of the customer; in general terms, the customer plays a more 
active role in co-creation than in customization. The co-creation refers to 
the involvement of the customer as an active collaborator right from the 
beginning of the process of creation a service. Important to note is that the 
basis for the collaboration is the experiences that a customer has gained 
when using a company’s service [24]. As the services by their very nature 
involve intense cooperation between a client and a provider, the co-creation 
perspective suggests that the customers are the fundamental initiators 
(more or less consciously) of the problems (or the issue around which they 
have a problem that they have not specified yet) to which they seek 
solutions. In this case the customers perform effectively and take an active 
role in service creation and become the “co-creators” of services [25]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Oven-style table and row food, allow the customers to practice 
cooking by themselves and have the co-creative experience. 
 
 The co-creation perspective on services implies that value is created in 
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collaboration with customers (and with other organizations in the overall 
value network). Whenever customers are involved in the service, the end 
value will be enhanced because the customers can tailor the service as they 
desire. 
 
 
Figure 12. “Co-creation” pattern as a solution for problem of the waiting 
time in the restaurant service uniframe. 
 
Hereunder I strived to model the service of more than 26 successful and 
common service business firm using service uniframe and I tried to extract 
the similarities to obtain the share service redesign patterns of problem and 
solution in these service organizations.  
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Pattern 1 >  
Current Service Problem and Context:  
Service Customer has to haunt just for preparing to receive his demand 
service 
Service Customer has to looks for information among a huge number of 
data. 
Service Redesign Solution: 
Utilization of internet network, communication media and information 
technology. 
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Pattern 2 >  
Current Service Problem and Context:  
Service customer has to do some thing physically and in person. 
Service customer has to do some thing accurately by himself.  
Service Redesign Solution: 
Usage of available source of physical evidence or touch points of the 
service. 
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Pattern 3 >  
Current Service Problem and Context:  
Waste in service customer time. 
Service customer has to go to other place to receive service function. 
Service Redesign Solution: 
Operating a real or virtual provision of service distribution. 
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Pattern 4 >  
Current Service Problem and Context:  
Waste in service customer money 
Service Redesign Solution: 
Service prepares financial collaboration between service customers. 
Service prepares financial collaboration between service customer and 
service provider. 
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Pattern 5 >  
Current Service Problem and Context:  
As long as the service be provided service customer get bored. 
Service Redesign Solution: 
Using entertainment and making the service providing process fun 
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5. Result  
Meanwhile I used service uniframe as a representation tool to prototype 
services, I discovers some similarity between many service redesign 
problem and their iterative solution.  
I found that many invariant service design problem in given context, are 
frequently appeared, and on the other side, plenty of service redesign 
solutions are iteratively repeated to solve that service design problems. 
 
 
Figure 1. I discovered some similarity between many service redesign 
problem and their iterative solution. 
 
By uniframing service solutions for service problem in the similar context, 
we clearly observe that many invariant problem are frequently appeared in 
given context, and in other side, plenty of solutions are iteratively repeated 
to solve that service problem.  
Therefore whether we summarize service design problem and service 
design solution in an abstract format, we earn universal service design 
problem that resemble to many service problematic situations.  
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Figure 2. Many invariant service unframes 
are frequently appeared in given context 
 
As What I proposed until now, Service Uniframe as a prototyping tool 
describes service redesign by representing Value improvement planning.  
If we accept that it is possible to recognize and describe a successful 
service improvement planning, it means we are able to identify what makes 
service designs wasteful (or Service Design Problem) and how to makes 
certain service design valuable (or Service Redesign Solution). In that case, 
if some similar service design problems frequently recur, we can reuse the 
solution of service uniframe, this time as a service redesign pattern. 
When we ignore the detail of our own service design problem by taking an 
abstraction approach and making a service uniframe, then we earn 
universal service design problem that resemble to many service 
problematic situations. On the other hand, we obtain universal service 
design solution that is able to extract our solution from it. 
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Figure 2. How Service Uniframe shift from Service Redesign Prototype 
to Service Redesign pattern 
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Service Uniframe 
Pattern No. 1 
 
Service Uniframe which leads to Replacing Value-added Alternative with 
Non Value-added User Action(s). 
 
This service uniframe pattern obviously is valuable. Because not only it 
eliminates the wasteful activities but also it crates value in the service 
process. 
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Service Uniframe 
Pattern No. 2 
 
Service Uniframes in which A Value-added Alternative Replaces with 
Combination of Non Value-added & Value-added User Action(s). 
 
 
 
This service uniframe pattern also leads to increasing value in the service 
process through to remove wasteful actions. 
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Service Uniframe 
Pattern No. 3 
 
Service Uniframes in which A Value-added Alternative Replaces With 
another Value-added User Action(s). 
This pattern promotes the current service process, by facilitating value 
added user actions or by integrating several steps into once. 
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Service Uniframe 
Pattern No. 4 
 
Service Uniframes which cause to Replace A Non Value-added with 
combination of Non Value-added User Action(s). 
These patterns improve service process through both decreasing its 
wasteful user actions and also merging two or more actives into less steps. 
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Service Uniframe 
Pattern No. 5 
Service Uniframe that leads to Replace A Non Value-added User Action 
with combination of Non Value-added & Value-added User Action(s). 
 
This pattern Potentially can be assumed, but there was no such a service 
uniframe among my case studies. It leads to enhance the efficiency of 
service process by declining the steps number of user activities. 
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6. 
Conclusion  
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6. Conclusion 
Service uniframes smooth the route and accelerate to find the service 
redesign solution in two ways: 
1. Service uniframe as a prototyping tool makes a clear and concrete 
description of service redesign problem. So, illuminating the obstacle 
from the user perspective in the service process, it would be 
facilitated to idea generation to solve it.   
2. Service uniframe as a service redesign pattern, confines the area of 
searching for solution by defining some category of usual service 
problem and its repetitious solution. 
 
6.1. Service Uniframe As Service Redesign Prototyping Tool 
It is very critical for design stakeholders to make a concrete mental model 
of the problem definition especially at the early stage of service 
improvement. But due to abstractive and customer experience oriented 
characteristic of service bossiness, it is difficult for designers to represent 
the description of service re-planning problem statement.  Generally 
service planning can be categorized in two main approaches: first, to 
improve the value in the existing service process. And second is to create a 
new option of service process and new scale of value. Service Uniframe, as 
a redesign prototyping tool, is ideal for the first classification, and it is not 
so relevant for second category. The proposed “service uniframe” is one of 
the effective prototyping tool to simulate current situation from the user 
point of view through representation of user actions during service process. 
This service prototyping tool, not only is useful for designer to figure a 
concrete imagination of the statement of service design problem especially 
at the primary stages of service redesign process, but also it can facilitate 
the communication between design team as a shared language. Moreover 
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“service uniframe” is an easy understood representation of service problem 
and alternative solutions for service other stakeholders as well.  
Because the platform of “Service Uniframe” is extracted from a cognitive 
approach, so it is easy-conceived and comprehensible framework for 
description of immaterial and none physical phenomenon like service user 
experience.  
Due to service uniframe inspires its unique point – customer perceived 
added value – from lean thinking to summarize the whole holistic service 
in a single service prototype, it can help designer to promote the worth of 
service by identification and elimination of waste (non value – added 
activities) from the service process from the perspective of end user.  
In order to service uniframe is tool for designers for imagination customer, 
the medium of description of service process is exact user action. Service 
uniframe is also helpful for description of service redesign problem and 
representation of in the current situation, which leads to this problem.  
 
Utilizing Service Uniframe in the first capacity, as a tool for designers, 
includes plenty of following design advantages: 
 
① As Service Redesign Prototype, Service Uniframe can represent 
problem and its solution. Moreover Service Uniframe can 
demonstrate how solution eliminates the waste from service process 
and how it adds customer perceived-value. 
 
② As Service Redesign Representation Tool, Service Uniframe can 
describe the current situation and the gab between exiting status and 
desired status. It can visualize the weakness point in the service 
process. 
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③ Service Uniframe can be utilized as a powerful visualization tool for 
designers’ shared understanding in the design team, especially in the 
initial design phases such as problem definition and idea generation. 
 
④ At the early steps of service redesign process, designers need to form 
their mental model about available condition and simulate it to 
imagine the user. Service Uniframe can be considered as a service 
simulation tool at the primary stages of redesign process. 
 
I found that Service Uniframe is ideal framework to represent existing 
situation and alternative solution to convert it to desired situation, 
especially in the public sector service organization in which it is necessary 
to refine and to improve the current service process, particularly for 
prototyping recurring service problem such as:  
 
• Waiting-included service process 
• Services involve “presence of customer” or “in-person action”  
• Services contain “boring user action” or “overburden task” 
• Services that require User “Haunt” and “Frequent Refer” 
 
For the reason of abstractive modeling ability of representation, Service 
Uniframe is applicable for not only representation of functional service 
requirements, but also it can be useful to represent emotional and exciting 
needs of service customers. The numbers of description and simulation 
exemplar from both functional and emotional satisfaction of customer 
needs, showed that service uniframe are able to be applied to prototype 
redesigning service from the customer point of view in both perspective of 
functional and emotional demands. 
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6.2. Service Uniframe As Service Redesign Pattern 
Whether we accept that it is possible to recognize and describe a good 
service design, then we should be able to identify what makes service 
designs good and what makes design bad. But the designed services can’t 
be separated from the problem they are trying to solve. Therefore to 
identify and describe the consistency of quality in service design, we have 
to look at different services that have been designed to solve the same 
problem. In other hand, by narrowing our focus in this way and looking at 
services that solve similar problems, we will discern similarities between 
them and also between their service design solutions that are high quality.  
In practice, when we utilize service uniframe to prototype service 
redesigning, we observe many service problem are similar. In addition we 
will found that, there is plenty of similarity between the solutions for the 
certain problems in the several successful service organizations. It means 
many service design problems frequently repeat in the same context but in 
different cases and situations. Therefor, their service design solutions in the 
same context would be mostly similar. 
Consequently, a lot of solutions follow the same similar conventions and 
procedures. There for it sound to service solution can be standardized for 
service problem as service redesign pattern. This is where designers need to 
service redesign pattern. Now, because service uniframe is a suitable 
structure to be a unique frame of service problem and solution in the given 
context, it can be utilize, this time in the role of service redesign patterns as 
well. 
Application of “Service Uniframe” in its secondly capacity, as a service 
redesign pattern, involves another important design advantage; Service 
Uniframe, as framework of Service Redesign Pattern, facilitates service 
improvement by inspiration of successful redesign experiences. Designers 
can utilize these patterns as a guideline reference or innovation resource for 
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redoing true approach and avoiding wrong ways in the similar design 
context. When successful and established solutions for service design 
problems be uniframed, they can easily reuse for inspiration in recurring 
service challenge for a specific area of application. In fact, service 
uniframes, recommend a limit area of looking for solution of service design 
problem in an adapted context. In the other expression, service uniframe as 
a service redesign pattern, narrows the environment of searching for 
solution in the given theme of problem. 
In this research I simulated the theme of more than 26 famous service 
companies/ firms /organizations through uniframing their customers’ 
actions. According to the context of service problem and its related 
redesigning solution, these service organizations can be divided in five 
classifications or groups: 
 
1. Service firms that do something instead of the client. 
2. Service companies that offer services at the customer site. 
3. Service organizations that make something boring sound interesting. 
4. Service enterprises that supply the same function at the lower cost. 
5. Service institutes that provide required information when customer. 
 
Based on these similarities, I classified the service redesign prototypes in 
five categories:  
 
1. Service Uniframes in which required information are represented for 
customer at the time they need them. 
2.   Service Uniframe in which a functional utility would be provided at 
the customer location or where is desirable for customer. 
3. Service Uniframes in which a boring user action is replaced by an 
entertainment or fun activity. 
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4. Service Uniframes in which an activity would be done instead of 
customer. 
5. Service Uniframe in which the same desirable function would be 
present in the cheaper price. 
 
 
Some of the service Uniframes may repeat in the two or more service 
pattern classifications. It means they involve more than one design 
advantage from the viewpoint of service re-planning implement and these 
patterns’ solution can be applied for more than just one context of problem 
since this multiple capability of solution increase its design advantage. 
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6.1. Future Scope 
Later, in the next related research, more widespread service redesign 
problem statement and their frequent successful solution in the certain 
context can be identified as reiterative case study in later researches. Using 
proposed “Service Uniframe” as proper platform for service redesign 
pattern, the shared problem and the prevalent solution of service redesign 
prototypes in the similar context, can be uniframing and standardize as a 
new service redesign pattern.  
Accumulating plenty of similar service problems and the common ideas   to 
solve them, will lead to collection of patterns for service design in diverse 
contexts. Gathering many standardize solution for standardized service 
redesign problem enrich the service redesign patterns bank, until it can be 
used by service developer as a Pattern Language for service re-planning.  
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